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PREFACE
This study advances efforts to implement earthquake early warning along the U.S. West
Coast. An optimized detection and warning system must be adapted to the local geology
and particular earthquake risks for a region. Compared to other plate boundaries, residents
of subduction zone environments likely benefit the greatest from earthquake early warning
because the population is likely to receive the longest warning times. This is because the
major inland populations are far from the earthquake source, which lies almost entirely
offshore. But subduction zones present a challenge: the geophysical network that detects
the earthquake is limited to the land, rather than surrounding the earthquake source region
offshore. Subduction zones also pose a second major hazard in the form of a tsunami that
is frequently triggered by the offshore earthquake. Therefore, the timeliness, accuracy, and
reliability of earthquake and tsunami early warning in subduction zones, such as found
in the Pacific Northwest, would be enhanced by offshore geophysical instrumentation.
However, offshore instrument networks are technically challenging to design, install, and
maintain.
The feasibility and design of an offshore geophysical network for earthquake and
tsunami early warning in the Pacific Northwest was evaluated by a team of scientists and
engineers at the University of Washington with support from the Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation. The team’s goals were to (1) consider the justification for such a system, (2)
identify the high-level system specifications, (3) evaluate current and emerging technologies,
(4) determine the feasibility and approximate costs of illustrative designs, and (5) make
recommendations about the path forward. To inform the study, a workshop of over 100
participants was organized after some preparatory work (Wilcock et al., 2016). Attendees
were drawn primarily from academia, but representatives from federal agencies, industry,
the emergency management community, and the media were also present (Schmidt et al.,
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2018). The deliberations and recommendations of the workshop were important in guiding
the completion of the study. This report and its supporting documents present the study’s
results.
The instrument network designs presented here are neither final nor optimized, but
rather are illustrative of options that utilize established and emergent approaches. While
the report notes the necessity of incorporating an offshore geophysical network into a
comprehensive strategy for preparedness, education, warning, and response, it does
not present a holistic mitigation plan, nor does it explore in any detail how offshore data
would be integrated with existing warning systems that are operated by the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). This report is best viewed as a resource on the scientific and technical
considerations, as well as the societal benefit, for earthquake and tsunami detection
in subduction zones, such as in Cascadia and similar locations across the planet with
populations at risk.
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Executive Summary
Subduction zones are responsible for the largest earthquakes on our planet
and generate the largest tsunamis. The nearshore communities of the
Pacific Northwest are at great risk from these natural hazards. Early warning
systems provide seconds-to-minutes of warning for people and automated
systems to take actions that decrease deaths, injuries, and damages. Existing
tsunami early warning systems, such as NOAA DART buoys, are designed
primarily for far-field tsunamis that propagate across the world’s oceans on
time scales of hours. Near-source tsunami warning is challenging because
nearfield observations are rarely available to characterize the disturbance
of the sea surface quickly and to provide an accurate prediction of the
immediate impacts. Efforts are underway to obtain rapid near-source
tsunami predictions from land-based measurements of earthquake rupture,
but the most accurate and complete predictions will require offshore
observations. On the U.S. West Coast, earthquake early warning is now
provided by terrestrial geophysical networks that contribute data to the
ShakeAlert system. But the timeliness and accuracy of the warning are
diminished for offshore earthquakes because of the great distance between
the offshore source zone and the instruments on land.
For coastal residents, earthquake early warning helps ensure that individuals
secure themselves prior to severe ground shaking and avoid injury, so that
they are then able to evacuate areas at risk from the tsunami. Offshore
instruments would improve earthquake early warning accuracy and reduce
the mischaracterization of earthquakes. For many coastal communities,
seconds matter, because the tsunami may arrive before an evacuation can
be completed. A tsunami early warning can be more accurate and timely if it
is informed by an earthquake early warning, as this information can be used
to initiate predictive models that forecast the height, arrival time, and inland
flooding of the incoming tsunami wave. Offshore instruments can also detect
and warn of tsunamis that might be triggered from submarine landslides
that produce no discernable shaking or slow earthquakes that produce
diminished shaking relative to their magnitude and fail to alert coastal
residents of a potential tsunami risk.
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Installing instruments in subduction zones presents logistical and
engineering challenges because the offshore source zone is inaccessible
and inhospitable. A variety of instruments can be used to detect an
emergent earthquake and tsunami, with ocean bottom seismometers
and pressure gauges being the most established. Research is needed to
understand whether seafloor pressure gauges are sufficient to measure
an emergent tsunami within the source zone or whether they must be
complemented by direct observations of sea surface displacement.
One technical challenge when building an offshore system is providing
reliable power and communications. Cabled systems are the most mature
technology for enabling both earthquake and tsunami early warning from
offshore instruments, but at considerable upfront cost. Moored buoys
are well demonstrated for tsunami warning, but their latency is likely too
large for earthquake early warning. A hybrid approach that uses multiple
technologies, such as a combination of cabled and buoy systems, may be
ideal because benefits of each technology can be maximized while the risks
and costs minimized. Emerging technologies may provide new solutions,
but significant research and development is required to evaluate these
approaches and demonstrate that they are scalable.
The implementation of an offshore instrument network will require the
cooperation and support of many, diverse stakeholders. Extensive research
and development is needed to ensure that an offshore system is optimally
designed and well implemented. Early warning systems must be developed
in synergy with other planning, mitigation, and educational activities to
maximize regional preparedness, response, and resilience.
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Introduction
The western parts of Northern California, Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia will
experience a major earthquake and tsunami that will cause extensive property damage
and loss of life. The source of the threat to the Pacific Northwest is the Cascadia subduction
zone, which marks the boundary between the North American continental plate and the
Juan de Fuca oceanic plate. As these two plates converge at a rate of 1.5 inches/year, the
Juan de Fuca plate slides beneath the North American plate. The major fault that forms
between these two plates remains locked for many hundreds of years, allowing stress to
build in the Earth’s crust. Eventually, the fault will fail and the plates will lurch past each
other, producing an earthquake as large as magnitude 9. During the event there will be
several minutes of violent shaking strong enough to knock people off their feet and destroy
many buildings. The vertical movement of the seafloor during this event will raise the sea
surface suddenly, initiating a large tsunami. Tsunami waves will strike the nearby coast of the
Pacific Northwest 10–20 minutes after the earthquake begins. Wave heights may be 10–50
feet at exposed coastal locations proximal to the source, with secondary arrivals continuing
to inundate the coast for many hours. Subduction zone earthquakes are particularly
devastating because they are often compound natural disasters. The earthquake generates
a tsunami and produces widespread regional destruction that challenges emergency
responses and hinders post-event recovery.
While scientists know that stress is accumulating now and will eventually result in a large
earthquake and tsunami, it is not known when this event will occur. The USGS estimates
the probability is 10–14% (up to a 1-in-7 chance) that an earthquake of magnitude 8 or
greater will occur on the Cascadia subduction zone in the next 50 years (Petersen et al.,
2002). Independent studies report similar probabilities in the range of 11–17% in the next 50
years (Kulkarni et al., 2018; Onur and Seemann, 2004). The geologic record of paleoseismic
deposits offshore suggests that the probabilities may be higher (21–42%) on the southern
section of the subduction zone (Goldfinger et al., 2012). For comparison, the lifetime odds
of a male being diagnosed with prostate cancer or a female being diagnosed with breast
cancer (1-in-8; Howlander et al., 2019) are about the same odds as for a resident of the
Pacific Northwest experiencing a major subduction zone earthquake in their lifetime.
Unlike these diseases, however, when an earthquake strikes, it will affect the well-being,
infrastructure, and economy of the entire region instantly; 100% of the population will be
impacted. There are simple strategies our society can take to mitigate the potential impacts
of a large earthquake and tsunami in the Pacific Northwest. All, however, require advanced
planning and infrastructure investment by state and federal governments, in partnership
with the private sector.
Actions that can help the region prepare and mitigate potential losses from a subduction
zone earthquake and tsunami include updating building codes to reflect our evolving
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understanding of the hazard, constructing vertical evacuation structures on the coast
where tsunami evacuation is hindered by geographic barriers, retrofitting unreinforced
buildings, hardening infrastructure and transportation systems, educating the population,
and developing post-disaster response and recovery plans. There is the potential to
minimize injuries, deaths, and damage by taking pre-emptive actions in the seconds before
strong ground shaking arrives or the minutes before tsunamis arrive on the coast. Early
warning systems, such as the USGS ShakeAlert (Given et al., 2014), are designed to inform
the public of an impending event, based on real time seismic data, so that people and
automated systems can take appropriate actions.
Early warning systems are most effective when designed to sense the beginning of an
earthquake or tsunami as quickly as possible, maximizing the warning time. Because the
events initiate offshore, tsunamis and offshore earthquakes represent challenging natural
events to detect, characterize, and warn the public about in real time. The USGS ShakeAlert
system currently relies on land-based seismic networks (Figure 1), which have diminishing

Figure 1. The Pacific Northwest
with geological features, political
boundaries, and existing onshore
geophysical instrumentation labeled.
The source zone for the subduction
zone earthquake and tsunami is
below the continental shelf and slope,
located between the coastline and the
trench (thick blue line with teeth).
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Early warning systems are most effective
when designed to sense the beginning of
an earthquake or tsunami as quickly as
possible, maximizing the warning time.
sensitivity to earthquakes that initiate offshore. The early detection of offshore events by
the ShakeAlert system are often mischaracterized or have high rates of false negatives.
NOAA operates a tsunami warning system that uses earthquake source estimates and
observations of wave heights from buoy and coastal tide gauge data across the Pacific.
Tsunami warnings issued from global or regional terrestrial earthquake sensing systems
alone are often too slow and lack enough detail to warn vulnerable local communities when
the tsunami is generated near shore.
Direct measurements of tsunamis by existing NOAA DART (Deep Ocean Assessment and
Reporting of Tsunamis) buoys (Bernard and Meinig, 2011), which are located primarily
in deep-water regions, detect and characterize well tsunamis that originate in distant
areas of the Pacific. Tsunami warnings for nearshore events in Cascadia are inferred from
earthquake source data, as well as new DART nearfield technology that is now undergoing
ocean trials. Ocean Networks Canada has recently installed bottom pressure recorders
and coastal radars that can detect tsunamis from nearshore events off Vancouver Island.
Otherwise, there are few instruments offshore that could observe a tsunami generated near
shore, and provide an immediate and accurate warning for coastal residents of Washington,
Oregon, and Northern California. Coastal residents are advised to move to higher ground
upon feeling an earthquake, but many may be unfamiliar with proper courses of action,
particularly during summer months when tourism increases coastal populations. Residents
may not take action because they assume that shaking is not significant enough, or they are
not fully aware of what is happening.
A fast and accurate earthquake early warning could be provided by an offshore instrument
network (Figure 2). This system could also provide the first in-situ observations of local
tsunami initiation and serve as a tsunami early warning system for Pacific Northwest
communities. Offshore seismic observations could provide up to 15 seconds of additional
time before the ground starts shaking, and provide more accurate location and magnitude

There are few instruments offshore
that could observe a tsunami generated
nearshore and provide an immediate and
accurate warning for coastal residents.
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Figure 2. A timeline for earthquake and tsunami early warning that would be enabled by an offshore instrument network. The timeline
will vary for different locations depending on the epicenter of the earthquake (center star burst), here depicted offshore Oregon.

estimates. Direct observations of seafloor movement and sea surface height change would
provide immediate constraints on calculations to pinpoint a tsunami source, and help to
forecast the coastal wave height within the first 5–10 minutes after the earthquake, prior
to tsunami wave inundation along the closest coastline. The potential benefit of these
early warning systems is a significant reduction in deaths, injuries, and damage through
preemptive and automated mitigation actions.
Continuous, real time observations from an offshore instrument network would also
provide important seismological and geodetic data for the research community. Lacking
sustained observations, scientists are not certain what constitutes normal seismic behavior
on the Cascadia subduction zone; a long time series that includes normal seismic activity
is required to interpret precursory phenomena. Following the 2011 Tohoku Japan and 2014
Iquique Chile subduction zone earthquakes, post-event analysis revealed that undetected
transient fault slip was ongoing in the months prior to the earthquakes (Ruiz et al., 2014;
Kato et al., 2012). Had fault slip been detected, the data would have provided an indication
of unusual behavior along the faults prior to the large events. A similar strategy to monitor
precursory events is used now to predict volcanic eruptions well in advance. Real time
instrument networks located near the threat are key to the strategy. More research is
needed to evaluate whether precursory behavior near subduction zone faults is common,
and whether it may help indicate periods of heightened risk (Obara and Kato, 2016), but
an earthquake and tsunami monitoring network deployed offshore that was developed for
early warning purposes would also facilitate important research toward this goal.
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Offshore Early Warning:
Motivations and Benefits
The Threat of Subduction Zone
Earthquakes and Tsunamis
Several recent events from around the globe have demonstrated the destructive power
of subduction zone earthquakes and tsunamis, and motivate the need to better equip
the population of the Pacific Northwest with an early warning system. Since 1960, more
than 254,000 tsunami deaths have occurred as a result of five large earthquakes with
magnitudes greater than 8.8 (Table 1). An additional 7,441 fatalities since 1960 were due to
eleven magnitude 8–8.7 events. The 2004 Indian Ocean Sumatra–Andaman magnitude 9.1
earthquake and tsunami collectively killed more than 225,000 people, and the 2011 Tohoku
Japan magnitude 9.1 earthquake and tsunami killed more than 20,000 people. Economic
damage associated with this scale of a compound natural disaster is often difficult to
quantify, but incorporates costs from extensive relief efforts, damage to infrastructure, and
severe impacts to important industries (e.g., fishing and tourism for Indonesia in 2004 and
the nuclear energy, automobile, and manufacturing industries for Japan in 2011). For both of

Table 1. Earthquakes of magnitude ≥ 8.8 and their societal impacts since 1960

Data from National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) / World Data Service (WDS), Global Historical Tsunami
Database, NOAA, doi:10.7289/V5PN93H7 and NCEI/WDS, Significant Earthquake Database, NOAA. doi:10.7289/V5TD9V7K
(both accessed April 8, 2019).
*Injury numbers are not divided between earthquakes and tsunamis.
**The databases do not distinguish deaths from the tsunami and earthquake. The NCEI has an information sheet on the
1960 Chile earthquake noting that deaths in Chile were estimated between 490 and 5,700 for the combined earthquake
and tsunami and that over 200 people died in Japan, Hawaii, and the Philippines due to the tsunami (May 22, 1960 Southern
Chile Earthquake and Tsunami, NGDC Information Sheet, Updated March 2015, NOAA, www.ngdc.noaa.gov/hazard/data/
publications/1960_0522.pdf).
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the great earthquakes, damage estimates exceed many billions of dollars, and communities
are still recovering many years later.
The primary goal of a tsunami early warning system would be to save lives by giving
residents the maximum window of time to seek higher ground. For Cascadia, the resulting
tsunami will primarily affect residents who live along the outer coast, where the at-risk
population is estimated to be more than 43,000, swelling substantially during the summer
months, with an additional 21,000 in Northern California (Oregon Seismic Safety Policy
Advisory Commission, 2013). The number of fatalities is expected to be about 8,440 in
Washington (Washington Emergency Management Division, 2015), 1,300–10,000 in Oregon
(Oregon Seismic Safety Policy Advisory Commission, 2013), and 1,000 in Northern California
(FEMA, 2013). Communities along the inland Salish Sea are also at risk from a tsunami. But
of greatest concern are communities located on peninsulas facing the Pacific Ocean, such
as Ocean Shores, WA, where the time needed to evacuate by foot will exceed the time it
takes for the tsunami to reach the shore. In these circumstances, strategic siting of vertical
evacuation structures can reduce fatalities, but every second is critical to ensure life safety.
Tsunami forecasting is a more complex exercise than earthquake magnitude or location
calculations. Most tsunami warnings issued immediately after an earthquake are
provisional, because coastal impacts may depend heavily on spatial details of the coseismic
deformation and few near-source observations are available immediately. Examples of
this challenge are the 2011 Tohoku Japan and 2004 Indian Ocean Sumatra–Andaman
earthquakes, which produced tsunamis that were surprisingly large compared with
initial forecasts. Furthermore, many offshore earthquakes, including those as strong as
magnitude 8.0, do not produce a tsunami, particularly if the earthquake is located deep in
Earth’s crust. In contrast, the magnitude 7.5 2018 Sulawesi earthquake produced a large
tsunami with a maximum run-up of 35 feet above the regular sea level, killing an estimated
4340 (Marshall, 2019). This may be an example of a relatively small earthquake triggering a
submarine landslide on the continental slope where the sediments are unstable, thereby
resulting in a displacement of water and the formation of a tsunami (Heinrich et al., 2000).
The Sulawesi event may also be an example of a compound event (Heidarzadeh et al., 2019),
which complicates the correlation between felt ground motions and tsunami sources,
potentially making tsunamis more dangerous for unsuspecting coastal residents. Tsunamis
can also strike a coast with little or no strong ground shaking, as has been observed for
some slow earthquakes (Kanamori, 1972). Direct observations of seafloor or sea surface
movement from an offshore instrument network would provide the best information about
tsunami generation potential, and reduce the ambiguity when predicting the size of an
incoming tsunami.

Early Warning Systems
An early warning system is one that identifies disturbances in the natural world that are
likely to have a significant impact on society and provides useful alerts in anticipation of the
impacts, which can then lead to a response to mitigate the effects (Basher, 2006). These
alerts are triggered following the onset of an event, unlike a forecast that provides an
estimate or prediction of an event’s occurrence. For example, NOAA issues a tornado
watch to indicate when tornadoes are possible, whereas a tornado warning is issued
when a tornado has been sighted or detected on local radar. All warning systems share
basic components:
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•

Instruments to record a physical signal

•

Low-latency data transmission pathways

•

Algorithms to detect an event, to estimate the size and location, and to
generate alerts

•

Pathways to distribute alerts rapidly to end-users

•

An educated and informed set of users who know the proper response to
a warning, or automated systems that respond appropriately

Earthquake Early Warning
Earthquake early warning (EEW) systems rely on observing the characteristics of an
earthquake as close to the source (the rupturing fault) and as far from the asset (populated
area) to be alerted as possible. Most seismic systems rely on very brief measurements (a
few seconds at most) of the fast but weak early primary wave (P-wave) arrivals to determine
the size and location of a source. The P-wave information is used to forecast the arrival of
strong shaking from the more slowly propagating and more energetic secondary S-waves
and surface waves (Figure 3). Such systems usually use networks of instruments to detect
and locate the initiation of the event prior to the arrival of seismic waves at population
centers. The USGS ShakeAlert system is based on this detection strategy (Given et al.,
2018). Other seismic methods (e.g., Kuyuk et al., 2015; Kodera, 2018) use the pattern of
strong shaking observed closer to the source to forecast strong shaking arrivals at more
distant sites; this strategy is slower. Network methods may process data in real time at the
instrument location, and convert the observations to EEW parameters (amplitudes and/

Figure 3. The principles of earthquake early warning. (Image by Erin Burkett, USGS, and Jeff Goertzen, Orange County Register.)
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Figure 4. Simulation of improved
earthquake warning times resulting from
the addition of offshore sensors. The white
contours indicate the additional seconds
of warning from an offshore earthquake,
when compared to a detection system using
only land-based instruments. The time
between the onset of an earthquake and
the time to detect P-waves on four stations
was first calculated as a function of location
using just the land-based stations (smaller
orange triangles). The calculation was then
repeated after the addition of six clusters of
offshore stations (larger red triangles) and
the reduction in detection time contoured
(white contours labelled in seconds).
Earthquake warning times for a subduction
zone earthquake (the locked region is
outlined by a dashed black line) improve
by up to 10–15 seconds for an earthquake
nucleating near the western updip limit of
the subduction zone.

or frequency content) or they may stream the complete
data package to a center where data processing and alert
production happen in near-real time.
Geodetic data — direct observations of the deformation
associated with the fault rupturing process (the ground
distortion) — are also used to identify the size and
location of an emerging earthquake in near-real time.
Geodetic EEW is most effective for large earthquakes
observed close to the source. Geodetic methods
include monitoring of monument positions using Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) such as the Global
Positioning System (GPS). While geodetic methods are
generally slower than seismic methods, they are the
most certain to capture the full scale and slip distribution
when an earthquake’s magnitude exceeds a magnitude
7.5 threshold. The slight delay of geodetic estimates
compared to seismic methods is largely a consequence of
the observed phenomenon itself — it can take minutes for
a very large earthquake to grow to its full size. In this way,
seismic and geodetic data are complementary and independent inputs for a robust warning
of very large earthquakes. Real time geodetic methods are in the early stages of being
integrated into the ShakeAlert system (Murray et al., 2018).
EEW is used to notify people so that they may take mitigating actions — drop, cover, and
hold on, and be aware of nearby falling hazards — and to initiate automatic actions for
machine-controlled processes — slow trains, close or open valves, open elevator and fire
station doors. Mitigation actions depend on the intensity of shaking expected and the
warning time afforded. For a given earthquake, locations closer to the source will be shaken
with higher intensities than more distant sites, yet will receive shorter warnings.
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The alerts produced by an EEW system may be delivered by a host of technologies.
Generally, an alert center generates and sends an electronic message, which is then
provided to users through a low-latency delivery system. The messages themselves may be
brief electronic files that contain the location and size of the earthquake and its expected
shaking distribution. Receivers of these alerts can be technology enablers that use the
alerts automatically to take actions to prepare for, and protect from, incipient shaking.
Public alerts may be distributed by PA systems and/or sirens, by TV and radio broadcast
interrupts, and by cell phones or other personal communications devices, among others.
The ShakeAlert system will provide a warning for subduction zone earthquakes. The
timeliness and, perhaps, the reliability of the warning, however, would be improved
with offshore instrumentation. Instruments near the offshore epicenter would detect a
subduction zone earthquake earlier than coastal stations and are the only means to provide
a warning to coastal communities near the earthquake (Figure 4). Earthquake early warning
is most reliable for events that occur within the instrument network and thus, offshore
instruments may reduce the possibility of false alarms caused by detections of more distant
offshore earthquakes.

A Pacific Northwest Seismic Network Station

Tsunami Early Warning
Tsunamis are generated by the displacement of water. If the water surface is disturbed due
to seafloor motion, then gravity acts to redistribute the water to a new equilibrium. This is
accomplished by the initiation of a wave that propagates outward from the disturbance.
As the wave approaches a coastline, the wave is compressed and the height increases.
Local topographic features can also focus the wave, increasing inundation in some coastal
regions. Because of its long wavelength, a tsunami appears onshore as a flood that flows
inland for a great distance before receding. Earthquakes initiate this process by raising
or lowering the seafloor, and subduction zone megathrust earthquakes have created the
largest tsunamis in recorded history (Figure 5). Landslides can also produce tsunamis.
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For tsunamis caused by earthquakes, tsunami early warning (TEW) systems typically
depend on an initial estimate of an earthquake source (location and size). Computer models
can then be used to estimate the deformation of the seafloor and the resulting perturbation
of the sea surface, predicting the inundation time and wave height along the coastlines. The
timeframe for TEW is different than EEW because the tsunami evolves and propagates over
minutes-to-hours before impacts are realized, whereas earthquake shaking is experienced
in seconds-to-minutes from the onset of the event. While TEW is a more complex operation
compared to EEW, there is more time to perform calculations and issue the alert.
Currently, most tsunami warnings in the U.S. and other countries use DART systems, which
were developed by the NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory specifically for
real-time detection and transmission of tsunami measurements to NOAA Tsunami Warning
Centers in Alaska and Hawaii. The research and development effort was initiated in 1996,
and by 2003 operational responsibility was transferred to the NOAA Data Buoy Center for
the initial network of six DART systems off Alaska (three), Oregon (two), and near the equator
(one). The success and value of the network became evident when six potential false alarms
were avoided during 2000–2003 (González et al., 2005). Following the 2004 Indian Ocean
Sumatra–Andaman tsunami the network grew to 64 DART stations in the Atlantic, Pacific,
and Indian oceans, of which 39 are operated by the U.S. and 25 by partner countries.

Figure 5. The physical processes that generate a tsunami during a subduction zone earthquake. (Image from Atwater et al., 2005.)

Ocean bottom pressure instruments at sites distant from the tsunami source measure
changes in the hydrostatic pressure of the water column due to the increased surface
elevation as a long-wavelength tsunami passes; they are also affected by S-waves. These
data are used in real time to perform source inversion calculations and estimate the
tsunami accurately enough that more distant coastal regions can be warned. The source
inversion is accomplished by matching the DART observations to a linear combination of
tsunami wave forms that have been precomputed from numerical models (Gica et al., 2008;
Percival et al., 2011). This system provides tsunami warnings well in the Pacific Northwest for
far-field tsunamis originating in, for example, Japan, Alaska, or Chile (Figure 6).
For nearfield warning in Cascadia, data from the existing DART buoy network has limited
value. For example, a numerical model predicting the tsunami from a simulated magnitude
~9 earthquake that originates off the Oregon coast (Figure 7) shows that 15 minutes after
the earthquake, the tsunami is already striking some coastal regions, but has not yet
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reached any of the three DART buoys in the Northeast Pacific. To provide nearfield warning,
NOAA is now considering the future installation of DART buoys directly west of the trench,
and thus closer to the source zone. One hour after the earthquake, the leading depression
(blue) wave caused by co-seismic subsidence is entering Puget Sound while the much larger
positive (red) tsunami wave is still traversing the Strait of Juan de Fuca, with an amplitude of

Figure 6. (left) A tsunami simulation of the 2011 Tohoku Japan tsunami 5 hours after the earthquake with color bar indicating displacement of the sea
surface, which is relatively small while the waves propagate in deep water. (right) Seafloor pressure time series recorded by DART instruments at sites
21413 and 52402 for 10 hours after the earthquake. Tsunami seismic and hydroacoustic waves arrive at these instruments within the first hour after the
earthquake, while the tsunami takes roughly 1.5 and 3.5 hours to reach these locations. The tsunami does not reach Hawaii or California until roughly 8
and 10 hours post-quake, respectively, giving ample time to issue warnings based on DART observations.

about 3 m (10 ft) in this simulation. At 2 hours post-quake, the tsunami is striking Whidbey
Island, the San Juan Islands, and the community of Port Townsend, WA. At 3 hours, a
diminished, but still potentially deadly, wave is apparent throughout Puget Sound, with
particularly large wave heights in Bellingham Bay and farther north in the Salish Sea (not
shown).
The simulation also shows that along the outer Pacific Coast there are large edge waves
with complex structure that propagate up and down the continental shelf for many hours,
with positive amplitude striking the vulnerable communities near Grays Harbor and Willapa
Bay at 3 hours post-quake (Figure 7). This hypothetical earthquake was chosen from a
set of 1300 simulations (Melgar et al., 2016). These simulated quakes and tsunamis yield
different wave patterns for events with the same magnitude, and different amplitudes and
arrival times (particularly for secondary waves) at each location. This variability is due largely
to differences in the deformation patterns of the ocean bottom and coastal regions for
different earthquake models and accentuates the need for better methodologies to assess
the detailed nature and potential impact of an actual earthquake in real time.
For nearfield warnings, the U.S. system now relies primarily on rapid point source seismic
inversion estimates of earthquake parameters including location, magnitude, and faulting
style. The median response time for the warning is around 8 minutes and it does not
include a forecast of the expected tsunami wave heights. Because the current system relies
mostly on regional seismic data, the seismic estimate is prone to magnitude saturation, in
which the system cannot distinguish between large and very large earthquakes. Thus, even
if a tsunami forecast were to be made it would likely underestimate the hazard. This was
the case during the 2011 Tohoku Japan earthquake, in which the initial warning severely
underestimated the hazard and was not updated until many hours after the earthquake.
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Figure 7. The tsunami predicted by a numerical model for a hypothetical magnitude ~9 earthquake that originates off the
Oregon coast and ruptures bilaterally to the north and south over about 5 minutes. The initial seafloor deformation is –2.7
to +8.6 m. The red-blue color indicates elevation of the tsunami waves above or below sea level, respectively, and the colors
saturate at ±1-m elevation for clarity of the plots, although the tsunami generated is more than 10 m (33 ft) high when
striking parts of the coast. The top three frames show the tsunami 1, 3, and 15 minutes after the earthquake starts with the
location of three DART buoys in the region shown (dots in top row). The bottom three frames show a zoomed view of the
Washington coast, the Strait of Juan de Fuca, and Puget Sound at 1, 2, and 3 hours after the earthquake.

Efforts are now underway to incorporate geodetic observations from onshore GNSS
stations into the rapid source inversion process (Crowell et al., 2018a, b; Biffard et al., 2017).
A recent study reports that geodesy circumvents the magnitude saturation problem and
produces reliable estimates of earthquake source characteristics in the first 1–2 minutes
and a near-source tsunami warning within ~10 minutes (Melgar et al., 2016). Incorporating
this technology into the warning centers could lead to immediate improvements in nearfield
tsunami amplitude forecasting. Additional improvements in forecast ability for nearfield
hazards could be made by incorporating offshore observations. These efforts are already
underway in Japan, using data from the Seafloor Observation Network for Earthquakes and
Tsunamis (S-Net; p. 44–45) and Dense Ocean Floor Network for Earthquakes and Tsunamis
(DONET; p. 44–45) cabled networks.
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Early Warning Systems Using
Offshore Observations
An effective earthquake and tsunami early warning system must answer the following
questions:
•

Has an event happened?

•

How large is the event?

•

Where is the event?

•

How long until ground shaking/tsunami waves reach populated areas?

•

How intense will ground shaking/tsunami waves be?

•

When is it safe to return to coastal regions?

Developing a framework for answering these questions, and designing warning and
response activities is the focus of existing earthquake and tsunami early warning
protocols (Given et al., 2018); research and development efforts are underway to design
observation-based algorithms to provide warnings. There are specific observations needed
for EEW, TEW, and rapid modeling of events (Table 2). Some of these observations are
similar for onshore and offshore environments, but some cannot be made without offshore
instruments. For either case, offshore observations would make warnings faster and
more accurate.
If a magnitude 9 earthquake on the Cascadia subduction zone occurred, how would an
EEW and TEW system work? Paleoseismic studies (Goldfinger et al., 2012; Witter et al.,
2013) report that large megathrust earthquakes, many extending along the entire Cascadia
margin, have occurred repeatedly, most recently in 1700 (Atwater et al., 2015; Satake et al.,
2003). Such an event is a reasonable and even likely scenario of a future Pacific Northwest
great earthquake. Considering an earthquake and tsunami scenario based on a magnitude
9, full-margin rupture, key parameters such as the north–south (along-strike) and east–west
(down-dip) rupture extent, the amount of seafloor uplift, and maximum amount of slip along
the fault have important effects on the size of resulting tsunami waves, on the amount of
strong ground shaking experienced along the West Coast, and on the propagation time of
surface waves and tsunami waves that are expected to impact the region.
Table 2. Observations required for early warning
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The scenario illustrated here (p. 20–21) uses a hypothetical source hypocenter (the initiation
point of the earthquake rupture) approximately 40 miles offshore Lincoln City, Oregon;
the location of the hypocenter influences the time by which communities begin to
experience earthquake effects and tsunami waves. The scenario also specifies the amount
of seafloor deformation, based on recent research of possible earthquake events (Witter et
al., 2011, 2013).
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The key milestones of the hypothetical scenario are the initiation of the earthquake, the
measurement of shaking by an instrument network, the detection of the incipient event
and the generation of a warning (application of well-developed early warning algorithms),
the transmission of the warning to population centers, and the onset of local impacts in the
form of strong ground shaking and water inundation along the coastline. Rupture along the
fault during a magnitude 9 earthquake would develop over 3–5 minutes, perhaps longer.
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Offshore observations would make earthquake
and tsunami warnings faster and more accurate.
Promptly after rupture initiation, warning system elements would start reacting: ~10–15
seconds after the initiation of an event of any size, seismic stations would have observed
the fastest P-waves, and an alarm would be issued. Soon thereafter, and well before the
earthquake process has completed, strong ground motions would be felt at the closest
communities such as Lincoln City (~20 s after initiation), Salem (~40 s), Portland (~45 s), and
Seattle (~85 s). The destructive impacts to infrastructure begin as soon as these ground
motions begin. The EEW would also trigger the tsunami modeling algorithms and seed initial
modeling parameters.
As the event continues to grow in magnitude, the seafloor displacement would begin
generating tsunami waves, the largest of which would be sourced near the region of the
largest shallow fault slip, again offshore Lincoln City, and potentially extending in a north–
south extent along most of the margin. As soon as seafloor displacement occurs, seafloor
geodetic instrumentation would be used to characterize the source of the tsunami, refine
the ongoing modeling, and produce a detailed tsunami forecast. Models and inundation
maps driven and generated by data from offshore instruments should be capable of
producing a detailed warning well before tsunami waves reach the Oregon coastline,
about 10–15 minutes after the initiation of fault slip. Refinement of warnings, earthquake
source estimates, and tsunami source models would continue as more data were collected
from onshore and offshore instruments, and as the rupture continues to evolve. Tsunami
forecasts would continue to be updated for several hours after the earthquake to determine
when it is safe to return to coastal areas.
Coastal residents expect that any local large tsunami will be preceded by strong ground
shaking, but this is not always the case. Subduction zones like Cascadia, such as the Chile,
Central America, Sumatra, and Alaska margins have generated tsunamis that were not
accompanied by the ground shaking associated with a magnitude 8–9 earthquake. These
present a special challenge to existing tsunami warning systems. ‘Tsunami earthquakes’
have been documented at subduction zones globally (Ammon et al., 2006; Kanamori, 1972;
Kanamori and Kikuchi, 1993; Lay et al., 2007) and are usually characterized as an earthquake
that occurs near the updip extent of a plate boundary fault, usually far offshore and with a
slow rupture relative to that of a typical earthquake. These events generate a large tsunami
relative to the magnitude of the earthquake. One recent example is the magnitude 7.8
2010 Mentawai earthquake, which ruptured the shallow portion of the subduction zone
off Sumatra and generated a run-up that was much larger than anticipated by locals who
felt the earthquake; 431 lives were lost (Lay et al., 2011). A relatively small earthquake can
also trigger a large slope instability (Heinrich et al., 2000), or a slope instability can occur
with no earthquake at all (Schiermeier, 2017). Here, displacement of material along the
seafloor creates a large tsunami wave without any ground shaking felt at the coastline. These
scenarios, in which there is little or no earthquake shaking experienced on land, would
make seafloor instrumentation essential for sensing the initiation of a large tsunami. For a
slow earthquake rupture or submarine landslide source, the initial EEW sequence may be
less important than the integration of direct seafloor displacement and sea surface height
measurements into an offshore tsunami warning system. Because little or no ground shaking
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would be felt by people on land, they would have even less awareness that a tsunami is
imminent in these scenarios (p. 24–25).
The scenarios described here and other models provide a tool to evaluate the relative
timelines of the source process, seafloor and land-based observational goals, analysis goals,
and impacts. They also can be used to prioritize specific system elements. Extending a
seismic monitoring network offshore reduces the time needed to detect the arrival of initial
P-waves by several seconds, adding this amount of time to the total earthquake warning time
for both the closest and more distant communities. The capability to quantify the seafloor
deformation patterns in real time using a seafloor instrument network could identify the
onset of a tsunami, reduce the time needed to conduct accurate tsunami modeling, and
provide several additional minutes of accurate tsunami impact estimates to guide warnings
and emergency responses (LeVeque et al., 2018). Currently, without geodetic information
offshore, tsunami modeling begins when an earthquake source is determined from far-field
seismic stations, after the earthquake rupture process has completed (~ 5 minutes). Tsunami
models driven by the far-field seismic stations produce less accurate forecasts of anticipated
impacts such as run-up heights, which are critical to the nearfield coastal communities.

Early Warning Saves Lives
and Reduces Damage
It is widely accepted that early warning systems save lives (UNISDR, 2010). A relatively wellestablished example of successful warning systems are cyclone warning systems, which
provide longer warning times (days as compared to minutes), but also require much greater
evacuation distances. The Hong Kong Tropical Cyclone Warning System has dramatically
reduced the number of deaths and missing persons since 1960 (Rogers and Tsirkunov, 2010).
Cyclone deaths in Bangladesh have also decreased dramatically since 1970, due in part to the
Bangladesh early warning system (Haque et al., 2012).
Motivated by the clear benefits, EEW systems have already been implemented in several
countries worldwide, including Mexico, Japan, Turkey, Romania, China, Italy, and Taiwan. Both
Mexico and Japan operate systems that disseminate widespread warnings to the public
and the lessons learned from these systems (Allen et al., 2012) are helping to guide similar
implementations in several other countries, including the U.S., where the ShakeAlert system
is being developed for the West Coast. The best demonstration of the effectiveness of an
EEW system is the 2011 Tohoku Japan earthquake. Here, the Japanese EEW system provided
several million people with 15–20 s of warning prior to the most severe shaking, with 90%
reporting that they took actions to protect themselves or their family from injury (Fujinawa
and Noda, 2013). Studies of the casualties from the Tohoku Japan tsunami show that an
earlier evacuation start time was an important predictor of survival (Yun and Hamada, 2015).
Japan is now in the process of developing the world’s first nearshore tsunami warning system
using local offshore observations to improve the quality and timeliness of warnings.
The benefits of early warning in the Pacific Northwest are reduced damage to infrastructure
and its impacts, and fewer fatalities and injuries. The economic benefits of early warning
are likely substantial, although they are difficult to estimate and more detailed studies
are needed. Direct and indirect economic losses for a subduction zone earthquake have
been predicted to be approximately $49 billion in Washington, $32 billion in Oregon
(Cascadia Region Earthquake Workgroup, 2013), and CAN$75 billion for British Columbia
(AIR Worldwide, 2013). For comparison, estimates of the actual losses for the 2011 Tohoku
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TSUNAMI EARTHQUAKE &
SUBMARINE LANDSLIDE EVENT
There are three possible scenarios that can lead to a tsunami: (A) a large magnitude earthquake that
distorts the seaﬂoor (see page 18 for the magnitude 9 scenario), (B) a tsunami earthquake (or sometimes
called a slow earthquake) that distorts the seaﬂoor, and produces a tsunami that is larger than expected
relative to the magnitude of the earthquake, or (C) a submarine landslide that displaces seawater and
initiates a tsunami. For these three scenarios, residents on the coast would experience dramatically
diﬀerent levels of ground shaking prior to the arrival of the tsunami, ranging from intense shaking from a
large earthquake, to mild shaking from a tsunami earthquake, to no shaking for the submarine landslide.
The violent shaking of a large oﬀshore earthquake would forewarn the coastal population of a possible
tsunami. But the population may be caught by surprise when a tsunami arrives with little or
no ground shaking. An oﬀshore geophysical instrument network would provide direct
information about an oﬀshore tsunami, and could initiate a tsunami early warning for all three
scenarios. An early warning would alert the coastal populations, instigate a response to seek
high ground, and activate emergency response plans.
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earthquake range from $220 billion (Table 1) to over $300 billion (Daniell et al., 2011).
Much of the direct damage from an earthquake and tsunami cannot be avoided by early
warning but there are some significant exceptions. For example, EEW can be used to shut
down gas lines to minimize fires, secure delicate manufacturing and data systems, and
protect transportation infrastructure by slowing down trains and securing airports (Strauss
and Allen, 2016). The indirect economic benefits from early warning are likely to be more
widespread because if society is more resilient, economic activity can resume more quickly.
The Multihazard Mitigation Council has found that, on average, every $1 spent on mitigation
of natural disasters provides $4–$6 in cost reduction (Multihazard Mitigation Council, 2017).
The benefits of fewer casualties gained with early warning are easier to estimate. For
example, based on the nature of casualties following the magnitude 6.9 1989 Loma Prieta
and magnitude 6.7 1994 Northridge California earthquakes (Shoaf et al., 1998), EEW might
be expected to reduce injuries by over 50% for a population that is well trained about
effective responses. For the Northridge earthquake the estimated cost of injuries was $1.8–
2.9 billion (Porter et al., 2006), so EEW might have translated into savings of $1–1.5 billion
(Strauss and Allen, 2016). A TEW system would save lives by giving individuals the maximum
amount of time to evacuate the inundation zone. Given FEMA’s value of $6.3 million per
life and anticipated fatalities of 16,000 along the coast, the potential human cost from a
Cascadia subduction zone tsunami is near $100 billion. Even with only a small reduction in
injuries and fatalities, an earthquake and tsunami early warning system would pay for itself
and other preparedness planning.
Without a warning system in place, strong shaking along the coast would likely be the only
advanced warning that a large tsunami is expected. Planning and education is essential to
ensure that people know to move as quickly as possible to high ground, as far above sea
level as possible. However, there are several reasons why it is also desirable to develop
more effective methods for providing nearfield earthquake and tsunami warnings.
Improved earthquake warnings that allow people along the coast time to drop, cover, and
hold on before the worst shaking starts, or potentially leave an unsafe building or stop
dangerous activities, would reduce injuries, and increase the number of people who would
then be able to move quickly out of the inundation zone or access vertical evacuation
structures once the shaking stops. Moreover, although the first wave will arrive at coastal
locations near the earthquake source region very quickly, tsunami wave inundation often
continues for many hours after the first wave has arrived. An improved TEW system would
provide more detailed information about the wave heights, expected arrival times, and later
arriving waves than is available from the current warning system. Along with more timely
warnings to the public, this would aid first responders and provide better data to guide
decision making by emergency managers.
Although the correlation between earthquake ground shaking and a potential imminent
tsunami is becoming more recognized by the general public, this type of warning will not
exist for all scenarios, as some events and locations will not necessarily be associated with
strong shaking. The advantages of creating a TEW system are especially clear for coastal
communities in the Salish Sea (including Puget Sound). These communities will experience
the first wave more than two hours after the earthquake due to the relatively slow
propagation through the Strait of Juan de Fuca. In scenarios where tsunamis are triggered
by an earthquake concentrated on the southern edge of the Cascadia subduction zone
from a ‘tsunami earthquake’ that has relatively little shaking, or by a submarine landslide
event that is aseismic, a better nearfield tsunami warning system could provide the only
warning for these communities that a tsunami is imminent, as well as valuable information
regarding the time, size, and severity of a coming event.
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Figure 8. A comparison of fatalities associated with three tsunami events on the Japanese coast: the 1896 Meiji, 1933 Showa, and 2011
Tohoku events. Fatalities were reduced over time (left) due to integrated mitigation and early warning efforts, despite similar tsunami
run-up heights for the three events (right). Adapted from Suppasri et al. (2013).

Early Warning as Part of a Holistic
Loss Reduction Plan
An early warning system is but one component of an effective strategy to reduce the loss
of life and property from earthquakes and tsunamis. A complete loss reduction system
can be framed in pre-, co-, and post-event terms as preparedness, warning and response,
and recovery. All parts of this system are interdependent and all are necessary for effective
reduction of the loss of life and material community assets. A recent study of historical
earthquake and tsunami events in Japan reports that integrated mitigation and early
warning efforts have been responsible for a dramatic reduction in fatalities (Suppasri et al.,
2013; Figure 8).
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Pre-event preparedness. The value of early warnings is limited by the preparedness
of the users to take protective action and the effectiveness of the system to distribute
the warnings. Given the relatively short warning times for EEW, human actions to offset
otherwise damaging impacts such as stopping dangerous activities, getting under tables,
and moving away from falling hazards, rely on effective education and training. Automated
responses such as shutting off valves, slowing trains, and stopping delicate manufacturing
processes must be carefully preplanned and implemented. Both the human and automated
components must be developed with the local and state emergency managers and disaster
mitigation planners. In addition, it is essential to distribute effective warnings widely and
extremely rapidly, and all of these capabilities must be developed through pre-event
preparedness. The details of warning distribution modalities are beyond the scope of this
report, but are in use in other countries and being developed for terrestrial-based EEW on
the U.S. West Coast. They include sirens, broadcast radio and tv messages, and cell phone
apps.

Ocosta Elementary School, Westport, WA

Preparation also includes the task of hardening infrastructure at particular risk from
earthquakes such as unreinforced masonry buildings, structures on ground prone to
liquefaction, old high-rise buildings, transportation corridors including bridges, and utility
systems. On the coast, vertical evacuation structures are absolutely critical to provide
refuge from a tsunami in areas where people cannot reach high ground within the warning
time frame. Japanese communities embraced the concept after the 2004 Sumatra tsunami
and a significant number of lives were saved in the 2011 Tohoku Japan tsunami, as residents
evacuated to the rooftops of existing multi-story buildings and specially designed towers,
berms, and other structures (Fraser et al., 2012). Washington State’s Project Safe Haven
has identified 75 coastal sites where vertical evacuation structures are needed (Wood et
al., 2014). These structures must survive both the earthquake and the tsunamis. While
efforts to design and construct vertical evacuation structures are community-driven, the
involvement of emergency managers, social scientists, and other scientific, engineering,
and technical professionals is essential. In 2016, a new Ocosta Elementary School building
in Westport, WA, was completed, featuring a gym with a rooftop tsunami safe haven that
was added for about 10% of the total cost; this was the first tsunami vertical evacuation
structure in the country, with financial support provided by the passage of a local bond
issue. Various funding sources, including FEMA grants, can support vertical evacuation
structure design and construction. Several communities in Washington are now engaged in
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developing proposals and/or designing structures, including the Shoalwater Bay Tribe, the
Aberdeen School District, and the Pacific County Fire District. Another vital need in tsunami
prone areas are resilient transportation corridors to enable people on foot to exit tsunami
inundation zones or reach vertical evacuation structures after an earthquake.
Co-event warning is needed to reduce the deaths, injuries, and damage that can be
avoided by a direct action in the seconds-to-minutes before the arrival of strong ground
shaking and the tsunami wave. Most injuries during an earthquake originate from falling
debris when the shaking begins. Even minor injuries can impede an individual from quickly
evacuating a tsunami inundation zone. Situational awareness and the well-informed
anticipation of imminent shaking that follows an EEW will allow people to take the necessary
actions to better protect themselves. Most deaths from the 2011 Tohoku Japan and 2004
Sumatra earthquakes were a result of the tsunami. A TEW increases the amount of time for
people to evacuate inland and/or to high ground, and, importantly, also provides warning
for unheralded tsunamis originating from a slow earthquake or submarine landslide.
Co-event response depends on the education and training of a population and the
development of automatic systems to take life-saving action, and a reliable early warning
system to provide enough time for the execution of these actions.
Post-event recovery depends on pre-event planning to increase the probability of
population survival and enable the continued existence of a viable community by mitigating
the disastrous impacts of earthquakes and tsunamis. Preparedness plans are needed at all
levels to expedite recovery at community, city, county, state, and federal levels. The tragedy
of a natural disaster extends beyond the immediate impacts of the natural event itself,
and includes cascading impacts on the economic, social, and cultural foundations of the
community. Resilience is a component of preparedness that seeks to ensure the recovery
and long-term existence, sustainability, and vitality of a community by focusing on strategies
to improve the post-disaster outcome. Community resilience is a somewhat amorphous
concept but it has been defined in terms of nine key components: local knowledge,
community networks and relationships, communication, health, governance and leadership,
resources, economic investment, preparedness, and mental outlook (Patel et al., 2017).
Northern California, Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia will suffer the greatest
impact of a Cascadia subduction zone earthquake and tsunami. California promotes
resilience in each of its state-level natural hazard plans (State of California Emergency Plan,
2017), while Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia have developed comprehensive
emergency management systems encompassing preparedness, warning, and recovery
plans focused on the concept of resilience (Oregon Seismic Safety Policy Advisory
Commission, 2013; Washington State Emergency Management Division, 2012; British
Columbia Emergency Management System, 2016).

An Opportunity for New Scientific Insights
In addition to its application for EEW and TEW, a real time and continuous offshore
instrument network would intrinsically incorporate unprecedented scientific observational
capabilities, which, in the long term, may provide the earthquake research community an
opportunity to better understand the physical processes at work within the subduction
zone system. In this way, infrastructure for early warning could lead to critical research
breakthroughs in the areas of early warning protocols or even earthquake and tsunami
prediction. Most research on subduction zone earthquakes has been conducted using land-
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based observations far from the source, or short-term deployments of sensors offshore,
generating snapshots of earth processes that are limited in time and space. The availability
of continuous data containing information on small earthquakes, tectonic deformation
patterns, or other, as yet poorly sampled earth processes (e.g., submarine landslides and
turbidites, tectonic tremor, transient slow slip) across the primary fault zone offshore
Cascadia, could lead to the development of new monitoring strategies that would provide
improved forecasts.
In the last 10 years, several great earthquakes have occurred worldwide along margins
including Sumatra, Japan, and Chile. With evolving onshore and offshore observational
capabilities, precursory activity has been identified with some of these events such as the
2011 Tohoku Japan (Ruiz et al., 2014; Kato et al., 2012) and 2014 Iquique, Chile earthquakes
(Ruiz et al., 2014). Phenomena like these have the potential to provide new insights into
the precursory processes of large slip events on subduction plate boundary faults.
Observations do not yet exist on most subduction zone margins to distinguish potential
precursory activity like foreshocks (smaller earthquakes preceding larger earthquakes),
changes in microseismicity patterns (very small earthquakes that may change in temporal
occurrence rate or spatial location), or sub-seismic processes like slow slip or transient
locking (plate motion that is too slow to generate seismic waves, in locations accompanied
by tectonic tremor). Developing a continuous, real time, offshore instrument network for
early warning would have the benefit of simultaneously providing information on the state
of the subduction fault environment that could be used for basic earthquake research
(Table 3).
Earth science insights enabled by an offshore instrument network include:
•

The stress state of the plate boundary — important for monitoring the
earthquake cycle and the general mechanical behavior of the fault

•

The location of strong or weak asperities — relevant to anticipating where
strong, high-frequency ground shaking is likely to originate

•

The geometry of the system and existence of branching or splay faults
that extend above or below the primary plate boundary — important for
modeling large slip and seafloor deformation leading to tsunamis

•

How deformation is accommodated above and around the locked portion
of the plate boundary at Cascadia

Table 3. Offshore instrument network observations for long-term monitoring and scientific research
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Instruments to Detect and
Monitor Offshore Events
The core components of any offshore earthquake or tsunami detection system are
the geophysical instruments that make fundamental observations of earth or ocean
movements before, during, and after an earthquake and tsunami. There are many existing
and evolving technologies that would enable EEW and TEW, which can be grouped into
three categories:
1.

Instruments intended primarily for early warning of earthquakes

2.

Instruments to detect and monitor tsunamis as they approach shore

3.

Instruments needed to fulfill long-term research objectives (e.g., geodetic
and formation strain research) to improve our ability to assess the
likelihood and potential impact of future earthquakes and tsunamis

Several technologies that may fulfill a primary role in one of these categories may also
provide synergistic or secondary support to another area. In some cases, technologies
initially developed for unrelated applications show promise for EEW and TEW. In yet other
instances, new technologies are under development that may enhance our ability to detect
or characterize offshore earthquake or tsunami events (Table 4).

Detecting Earthquakes
Seismometers record ground movement by making fine measurements of the motion of an
internal mass with respect to the instrument frame. This technology was first introduced
over 2000 years ago, with accelerated development since the end of the 19th century.
Ground motion is experienced over a wide range of frequencies, with low-frequency waves
responsible for a gentle rolling motion during an earthquake and high-frequency waves
associated with rapid shaking. Modern seismometers can measure and digitally report
3-axis motion (east/north/vertical) over a broad range of these frequencies (hundredths to
hundreds of hertz).
Seismometers can be subdivided into different instrument types based on their sensitivity
to different wave frequencies. For example, strong motion sensors, or accelerometers, are
a class of seismometers most sensitive to high-frequency energy (10–50 Hz), and are able
to register large magnitude signals that might be off-scale for seismometers measuring
lower frequencies.
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Table 4. Instruments for EEW, TEW, and long-term research and monitoring applications, with indications of whether the sensing
technology is of primary or secondary use, represents a mature technology with developing application, or is an emerging technology.

Seismometer technology is mature and robust. When provided continuous power and
built from appropriate material, underwater seismometers are capable of long-term ocean
deployments for many years without maintenance. In successful installations, ocean bottom
seismometers (OBS) are well-coupled to the seabed, sometimes installed by a remotely
operated vehicle (ROV), and efforts are made to dampen noise induced by water flow
(Figure 9).
While seismometers are the primary instrument for earthquake detection, other motionsensitive measurement technologies may be used to detect seismic waves. Sometimes
referred to as inclinometers, tilt instruments can detect fine changes in the local slope of
the seafloor to tenths of microradians.
Several emerging technologies hold potential for sensing motions of the seafloor. One
effect of earthquake-induced seafloor motion is the change in seafloor strain (elongation
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Figure 9. (left) A broadband OBS installed in a caisson that will be filled with silica beads to dampen noise yet provide good coupling
to seabed ground motion. (right) A short-period OBS installed at ASHES vent field on Axial Seamount. The sensing unit is housed in
titanium to resist corrosion. (Photos from NSF-OOI/UW/CSSF.)

Figure 10. Comparison of
seismic event detection by an
optical fiber strain meter and a
traditional seismometer.
Figure from Zumberge et al.
(2018).

or compression). Long- and short-term changes in strain are detectable by an emerging
measurement technology that uses changes in backscatter of pulsed light signals
transmitted through an optical fiber. The technology known as Distributed Acoustic Sensing
(DAS) measures disturbances at acoustic frequencies (Parker et al., 2014). A single DAS
system may be able to detect events along a 40–50-km length of cable and
localize the activity to within a few meters (resolution determined by optical
pulse length). Further, DAS has the potential to use dark fibers, that is, unused
optical fibers, in existing transoceanic fiber optic cables for seismic monitoring.
Optical fiber strain measurements show promise when the fiber optic cables
can be well-coupled to the seabed. The strain signal detected through an optical
fiber stretched between two seafloor anchors compares well with inferred
seismometer data of the same event (Figure 10; Zumberge et al., 2018).
Changes in gravity signals can indicate corresponding changes associated with
movement of the earth (Vallée et al., 2017). The momentary density changes
in the earth’s rock structures that occur during an earthquake can account for
small changes in gravity that travel at the speed of light, much faster than the
P-waves measured by seismometers. Although the gravity signal is weak, there
is ongoing research on the use of gravimeters to detect large earthquakes.

Figure 11. Six-axis motion. From
GregorDS, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-sa/4.0.

Another emerging technique for earthquake detection adds rotational sensing to
standard three-axis accelerometers (Nigbor, 1994; Schreiber et al., 2009). When measured
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in conjunction with three-axis linear motion, rotation improves our understanding of
the complex six degrees-of-freedom motion (Figure 11) that can occur at the source
of earthquake events by adding roll, pitch, and yaw observations to lateral and vertical
translation. High-precision and low-noise measurements of rotation are typically made
using ring laser gyroscopes, but smaller, less costly alternatives may be viable to integrate
with accelerometers for seismic applications.

Detecting Tsunamis
In the far field, out of the seafloor co-seismic displacement region, tsunami waves are
most effectively measured by ocean bottom pressure sensors. Pressure measured at the
seafloor is an indicator of the height of the water column above the instrument. Therefore,
changes in pressure can be correlated with changes in the water height above the sensor
at any given time. Modern sensors, installed on the seafloor, can measure depth with submillimeter resolution. The NOAA DART buoy network began with six research buoys in 2001
and now consists of more than 60 operational buoys designed for multi-year operation
(Figure 12) that deliver real time tsunami and tide data to Tsunami Warning Centers.
However, in the nearfield region where seafloor co-seismic displacement occurs, it is difficult
to determine the absolute amplitude of the tsunami wave using a pressure sensor alone
because the water column initially moves synchronously with the seabed. The addition
of a co-located surface GNSS receiver enables a more direct and accurate measurement
of sea surface elevation; GNSS buoy technology has evolved to achieve a measurement
precision of centimeters to decimeters, which is adequate for measuring maximum tsunami
amplitudes on the order of meters in the near field (Nagai et al., 2007; Akoh et al., 2017).
In addition to the point measurements of pressure and the water surface height, direct
measurements of seafloor motion provide critical information to determine earthquake
location and magnitude, and provide initial constraints for models of tsunami propagation.
Therefore, several of the earthquake sensors described in the previous section, including
seismometers, tiltmeters, DAS systems, or six-component seismometers, may have a
role in TEW.
As tsunamis near the coastline, coastal-mounted high-frequency (HF) radar networks,
typically used to measure ocean surface currents in near-real time (Paduan and Washburn,
2013), may prove useful for tsunami detection and forecasting (Toguchi et al., 2018; Roarty
et al., 2019). HF radar systems perform hourly current averaging as part of the NOAA
Integrated Ocean Observing System program (Appendix C), and are capable of measuring
surface currents out to 200 km with kilometer-scale resolution.
Several other remote sensing approaches for detecting a tsunami hold potential but are still
in development. Satellite laser and land-based GNSS observations can be used to measure
and detect the elevated sea surface during a tsunami. GNSS observations are sensitive to
changes in the ionosphere, which become distorted by the propagating tsunami (Savastano
et al., 2017; Kamogawa et al., 2016). Additionally, laser ranging from orbiting satellites
(Hamlington et al., 2012) or GNSS observations from passing ships (Inazu et al., 2018) can
be used to observe the tsunami directly. While these approaches are promising, it has not
yet been demonstrated if any of them can transfer data in near-real time to provide timely
alerts, or have the necessary coverage or reliability. Direct onshore observations of surface
displacements from GNSS is the closest to an operational state and could provide near-real
time warning (Melgar and Bock, 2013). This approach of using only onshore data still has
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Figure 12. DART II tsunami detection system uses a seafloor pressure sensor to measure changes in the height of the water column and
a sea surface platform with a GNSS antenna to measure position and keep accurate time. The buoy also provides a communication link
between the sensors and a data analysis center. Image from https://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/dart/dart.shtml.
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Figure 13. Predicted tsunami wave height at the coastline (lower right) given different
offshore instrument arrangements that measure surface deformation for an offshore
earthquake. The input fault slip model (colored circles in upper left plot) define the
amount of fault slip on the fault during a hypothetical earthquake. ‘GNSS only’ uses the
onshore GNSS data to constrain the earthquake source (colored circles in upper right) and
to predict the tsunami height at the coastline. The ‘Trench Parallel Profile’ includes a line
of deformation measurements on the seafloor in addition to the onshore instruments to
estimate the fault slip (lower left) and to predict the tsunami height at the coastline. An
ideal instrument network would reproduce tsunami height indicated by the black line
(lower right). Seafloor observations significantly improve the prediction of the tsunami
height (light blue line in lower right) compared to a network of only onshore instruments
(green line). Adapted from Saunders and Haase (2018).
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limited offshore resolution, particularly for events that rupture the trench (Williamson and
Newman, 2018). Thus, the forecasted tsunami wave heights may be underpredicted using
only onshore data (Figure 13).

Measuring Deformation
In addition to detecting sudden seismic events and the resulting tsunamis, EEW and TEW
instruments will provide critical observations to aid hazard assessments and scientific
study. The instruments would enhance insight into plate movements and crustal strain,
improving our understanding of the precursors to imminent seismic activity. The sensors
can also measure the slow and gradual motion of tectonic plates that lead to the build-up
of strain along the subduction zone prior to the next earthquake. By quantifying this strain,
scientists can gain insight into where strain is accumulating and where the risk is elevated.
Continental GNSS stations measure plate movements well, but because satellite signals
do not penetrate through the ocean, alternative means of tracking geodetic movements
on the seafloor are needed. Acoustic-GNSS, developed to make geodetic measurements
of the seafloor (Fujita et al., 2006; Spiess et al., 1998), involves seafloor mounted beacons
that communicate acoustically with a surface vessel carrying a GNSS antenna. In a timeintensive procedure, the surface vessel is able to use repeated acoustic ranging data over
days to years to compute the absolute position of the beacons. Repeated acoustic-GNSS
observations provide an indication of seafloor motion attributable to locking or slip on
faults. Recently, autonomous vehicles, such as the Liquid Robotics Wave Glider, have been
developed as a low-cost platform (relative to ships) to collect acoustic-GNSS data. It has
not yet been explored whether acoustic-GNSS can be operated in the near-real time mode
appropriate for early warning.
Observations of strain, tilt, and pressure made in seafloor boreholes provide
measurements of accumulated formation strain within the seabed. These measurements
are key components of the International Ocean Discovery Program, which sponsors
scientific seabed drilling. Boreholes offer further opportunities for additional sensing
in an environment that is well-coupled to the seabed, hence able to provide reliable
measurements of movement of the underlying rock. When it comes to measuring slowlymoving tectonic plates, a deficiency of many seafloor instruments is measurement drift
that is similar in magnitude to the plate motion that is being measured. Emerging in situ
calibration methodologies can be applied to pressure and accelerometer sensors to
eliminate major measurement drift modes, and make these measurements viable for
geodetic observation.
Active tectonic deformation results in changes in seafloor bathymetry, and seafloor
mapping technologies can be used to measure these changes. Sonar systems, including
multibeam, sidescan, and sub-bottom echosounders are used to survey the seafloor
to measure bathymetry, surface morphology, and the layering of substrates below the
seafloor. Bathymetric resolution is typically a function of the sonar’s range from the seafloor.
Consequently, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), which are decoupled from the sea
surface waves and are able to survey at constant altitude above the seabed, are able to
generate much higher quality and resolution bathymetric data than vessel-borne sonars.
Repeated AUV mapping over time is a valuable means of measuring changes in the seafloor.
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System Requirements
An early warning system based on offshore instruments must be designed with the
scientific and technical capabilities required to meet its high-level objectives. These system
requirements are organized into three hierarchical levels, with each level providing greater
specificity (Figure 14). The first level (L1) describes the top level goal of the system, the
second level (L2) describes the individual sub-goals, and the third level (L3) describes the
detailed requirements for each sub-goal. Additional documentation for the hierarchical
requirements is available in online supplemental materials.

Figure 14. Cascadia EEW and TEW offshore instrument network requirements
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Offshore instrument network requirements:
•

Detect and provide timely information about potentially catastrophic
offshore earthquake activity along the Cascadia subduction zone

•

Detect and provide timely information about potentially catastrophic
tsunamis originating along the Cascadia subduction zone

•

Make and provide continuous time series observations of the Cascadia
subduction zone

•

Share raw and processed data with warning systems in real time

Note that this discussion of the requirements does not cover capabilities associated with
the dissemination of the alert, which is the responsibility of federal and state agencies
(USGS, NOAA, state emergency managers). Nor does this study address the public
education campaign that is required for a successful public response. The focus of this
study is the offshore components that provide observables to an EEW and TEW system. Any
final system will need to consider the dissemination pathways and messaging of alerts to
the public.

Earthquake Early Warning Requirements
The core activity for a network-based EEW system is to trigger on the P-wave from multiple
stations, quickly estimate the location and magnitude, and issue an alert. Many of the
technical requirements for such a task have already been defined as part of the ShakeAlert
system (Given et al., 2018). The requirements relevant to an offshore system include:
•

The detection, classification, and location of all earthquakes likely to be
‘strongly felt’ (Modified Mercalli Intensity ≥ V) from locations onshore

•

An initial event detection within 10 seconds of nucleation, requiring a
nominal station spacing of 50 km

•

A delay in data transmission (latency) of less than 2 seconds from the
instruments to the analysis center

•

Continuous observations as the earthquake evolves so that the source
parameters (magnitude and rupture extent) can be updated

•

System resilience such that at least part of the system remains operational
after the mainshock, and can issue alerts for the aftershocks

•

A geographic distribution of stations that is widespread along the coast
and offshore, both to ‘surround’ an epicenter and to facilitate tracking of a
propagating large rupture

A critical driving factor on network design and costs is the station spacing required to
achieve the desired warning time. The requirements here are not strict, but rather reflect
realistic trade-offs between the expense and complexity of a denser monitoring network
and the seconds of warning that the additional stations afford. Because the assets we
wish to warn are generally onshore and not directly above the rupturing offshore faults,
the need for ultra-rapid alert generation is relaxed relative to terrestrial monitoring. The
station spacing of the terrestrial seismic network used for EEW in the Pacific Northwest
is 10–40 km, depending on the proximity of the locale to be alerted to likely earthquake
sources and the level of risk there. While a similar spacing offshore would provide uniform
coverage across the shoreline, such an offshore density may be cost prohibitive. Fifty-km
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spacing should be sufficient. In general, stations do not need to be evenly spaced, such as in
a regular grid. Denser spacing over the continental slope and trench would provide greater
benefit than for stations closest to the shoreline (Araki et al., 2009; Kawaguchi et al., 2014).
Nearshore stations would also be exposed to greater risks (i.e., trawling) and would have
high levels of seismic noise in shallow water.

Tsunami Early Warning Requirements
A Cascadia subduction zone earthquake places the entire outer Pacific, Strait of Juan de
Fuca, and Salish Sea coastlines at risk of tsunami-related fatalities and injuries, as well as
infrastructure damage. For illustrative purposes, a scenario can be used to consider the
needs and requirements for an effective TEW system. As the rupture of the fault evolves
and deforms the seabed, the water column is also distorted and a tsunami wave begins to
propagate. As the tsunami waves encounter shallow water, the wavelength is shortened
and the amplitude increases. In 10–30 minutes following the earthquake, the first tsunami
wave impacts the coast. The wave height and arrival time will vary along the Northern
California, Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia coast depending on the epicenter of
the earthquake.
In one possible simulation (Figure 7), the tsunami spreads inland through the estuaries,
penetrating 2 km or more in some low lying areas, sweeping over the peninsulas at the
entrances to Grays Harbor and Willipa Bay, and destroying everything in its path there
and at other locations along the entire U.S. West Coast. Over the next 1–3 hours, several
large secondary waves follow. These later arrivals are potentially very destructive because
residents may be caught unaware and these waves carry debris created by previous waves.
Waves entering the Strait of Juan de Fuca also take several hours to reach some locations in
the Salish Sea. Throughout this period, slow-moving but dangerous edge waves traveling for
large distances parallel to the coast may also impact nearshore sites. To warn against the
initial and secondary waves, an effective TEW system must:
•

Provide accurate and timely earthquake source parameters, largely
provided by the EEW system, to seed the initial tsunami models used to
predict coastal wave heights and arrival times

•

In 5 minutes or less, provide coastal impact predictions on a length scale
of tens of kilometers

•

Provide coastal impact predictions every 10–30 minutes at decreasing
length scales, down to 10-m resolution, focused on population centers
and critical infrastructure sites, until the end of the tsunami threat

In comparison with EEW, the station spacing and distribution required for TEW is less
well determined. Tsunami warning for a megathrust earthquake requires that the
earthquake source parameters are well constrained by geophysical observations. Given
the wavelengths and coast-parallel continuity of the first tsunami wave (Figure 7), it can
be reasonably inferred that the 50-km station spacing required for EEW is also sufficient
to observe the initial tsunami. However, if the goal is solely tsunami warning, more studies
will be required to determine whether a sparser distribution of sensors would be adequate
and if the optimal distribution of stations is uniform. For example, just a few stations may
be adequate west of the rupture zone to characterize the first tsunami wave, with a higher
density network necessary close to the shore to observe the edge waves that propagate
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near the coast for many hours after the earthquake (Figure 7). The design of the tsunami
instrument network must also consider the likely source zones and characteristics of
tsunamis caused by submarine landslides. There has been some effort to develop the
methodologies necessary to optimize the placement of stations in a tsunami network (e.g.,
Mulia et al., 2017; Saunders and Haase, 2018), but much more work will be required before
an optimized near-source tsunami instrument network can be proposed for the Cascadia
subduction zone.

Monitoring and Scientific Research
Requirements
The primary societal benefit of an offshore instrument network will be its ability to provide
an early warning for earthquakes and tsunamis and, secondarily, the data collected on the
network will enable monitoring of seismic activity in areas not already spanned by existing
terrestrial instrument networks. Offshore observations are imperative for understanding
the tsunamigenic potential of the trench, identifying active splay faults in the accretionary
prism, and characterizing anomalous seismic activity. An offshore network could also be
enhanced with additional instruments to capture oceanographic data for monitoring deep
ocean currents and upwellings, and low-oxygen environments, as well as track fish and
whale migrations. The requirements for aiding scientific study and hazard assessments of
the subduction zone include:
•

Continuous, sustained recordings of seafloor seismicity and deformation,
with days-to-weeks latency in data telemetry

•

A diverse mix of instrument types (e.g., seismometers, seafloor pressure
gauges, geodetic instruments, hydrological instruments)

Real time latency is not a critical requirement for monitoring and scientific study, as the
analysis of the data typically occurs over weeks to months. Even so, the research community
is developing an expectation for near-real time data given the real time nature of terrestrial
seismic and geodetic networks. A diverse mix of instrument types are necessary for
scientific studies. Geophysical models are typically non-unique, and multiple, independent
observational constraints are critical to resolve active faults, their geometry, and sense of
motion. Finally, seafloor instruments are more susceptible to noise sources than terrestrial
instruments. Surface winds, deep ocean currents, and tides are some of the noise sources
that can dominate the observations. The best way to isolate and remove these noise
sources is to have multiple observations on a mix of instrument types. More hardened
instrument designs can also help shield sensors from noise sources.
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Instrument Platforms and
Network Design
The instruments on an offshore network capture measurements of surface motion,
deformation, strain, or pressure. For these data to be useful for early warning, they must
be transmitted back to an onshore analysis center. The network must include support
structures (platforms) that maintain power and communications. Instruments can be
deployed on the seabed, in the water column, or at the sea surface. Therefore, there are a
variety of platforms that house these instruments and interconnect them. Here we discuss
seafloor cabled systems and non-cabled options appropriate for EEW and TEW applications.
A more technical discussion of the instruments and platforms is documented in an
accompanying report (online supplemental materials). Additional components of an early
warning system that are not discussed here include the alert generation, dissemination,
and response. It is expected that an offshore instrument network would contribute data
to the ShakeAlert and the U.S. Tsunami Warning systems that actually issue the alerts, and
coordinate messaging and education.

Cabled Systems
Cabled systems are seafloor networks based on telecom industry technology that has been
augmented to support oceanographic instruments and other equipment. These systems
rely on shore stations to provide power and communications to undersea equipment
through cables that incorporate copper conductors and optical fibers.
Cabled systems are used by navies, the offshore oil and gas industry, and cabled undersea
observatories for multi-year/multi-site instrument deployments that require very low data
latency. Of the three, cabled undersea observatories are the most applicable to an early
warning system. The Japanese DONET and S-Net systems are relevant examples, being
designed explicitly for offshore detection of earthquakes and tsunamis. Also relevant are
general-purpose cabled ocean observatories such as the Ocean Observatories Initiative
Cabled Array and the Ocean Networks Canada NEPTUNE and VENUS arrays (Appendix C).
A key benefit of cabled systems is that instruments are interconnected and hardwired to
the shore station, and thus data availability to users is in real time, which is of great value
for an early warning system. The cable from shore provides generous power, so these
systems tend to have low average maintenance costs over time relative to standalone
seafloor instruments, which require frequent servicing to replace batteries. Depending
on configuration, cabled systems can also support additional instrumentation, including
devices with high power and/or high bandwidth needs.
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Cabled systems exist in two principle formats. The first is a continuous, linear string of
instruments separated by lengths of cable and deployed in a single operation by a cable
ship (e.g., the Japanese S-Net). The absence of underwater connectors has the potential
to yield a very reliable system with few points of failure, but limits the instrument suite to
relatively small and robust devices. For this format, a ROV is only needed for deployment
when the cable is buried, typically in the nearshore environment to protect it from
accidental damage by commercial fishing activities. Repairs would require a section of the
cable to be recovered to the deck of a ship to allow the damaged elements to be cut out
and replaced.
The second type of cabled system format is a modular array, relying on ROV wet-mate
connectors to attach instruments and cables to dedicated seafloor junction boxes in a star
or ring architecture. DONET, the OOI-CA, and ONC NEPTUNE are examples of this type of
system. Although the more capital intensive of the two cabled array forms, it does allow
relatively rapid servicing and the ability to add or change instruments with a ROV. A cabled
system could also adopt a hybrid approach with linear instrument suites used to cover a
large area and junction boxes at sites of particular interest.

Power
The two main options for powering a subsea cabled network are constant voltage and
constant current. A constant voltage system uses a single conductor with –10 kV DC
supplied by the shore station, and uses seawater to close the circuit as the electrical return
path. Specialized nodes in the system convert the –10 kV down to lower voltages used
by the instrument packages. The advantage of the constant voltage system is that it can
provide high power (>10 kW) to devices that are hundreds of kilometers offshore. The
OOI-CA and ONC NEPTUNE systems are based on this power configuration.

Figure 15. Wet-mate connectors on an OOI-CA junction box.
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The DONET (Dense Oceanfloor Network System for Earthquakes and Tsunamis)
observatory was developed by JAMSTEC (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science
and Technology). Having a 300-km primary cable, it was installed in 2011 in the
Nankai Trough off the south coast of Honshu, Japan. Unlike the OOI and the
ONC observatories, DONET is focused exclusively on earthquake, geodetic,
and tsunami observations. DONET2 is an extended version of DONET with a
450-km long primary cable, installed in 2015 to the southwest of the original
observatory. Both observatories feature modular construction similar to the OOI
and ONC observatories, and have multiple clusters of four or five instruments
(circles; generally standalone seismometers and bottom pressure sensors)
distributed around nodes (stars).
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The S-Net (Seafloor observation Network for Earthquakes and Tsunamis along the Japan Trench)
observatory (Kanazawa, 2013) was developed by NIED (National Research Institute for Earth Science
and Disaster Prevention) and installed in 2018 (Tanioka, 2018). The array, located offshore of northeast
Honshu and east of Hokkaido, incorporates 5800 km of seafloor cable with 150 repeater-like nodes
spaced at 30-km intervals, as well as six cable landings. Each S-Net node contains four accelerometers
for long and short period seismic measurements, as well as two pressure sensors (for redundancy) for
tsunami detection and seafloor level monitoring.
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A constant current system is standard for subsea telecom repeaters and is a mature and
reliable technology. This approach relies on the same single-conductor, telecom-grade
cable used in the constant voltage system and uses an inline Zener diode configuration in
each repeater to provide a small amount of power (~ 20 W) to the internal optical repeater
electronics. The challenge with this technology for EEW and TEW is that the internal
electronics are at a very high voltage relative to the surrounding seawater, which makes
electrical isolation more onerous for instruments that must be in contact with the seawater
(i.e., pressure sensors). The DONET system in Japan uses a novel technology to convert
the constant current power such that the voltage is referenced to seawater at each node,
thereby eliminating the isolation issue but at the cost of increased system complexity.

Ocean Observatories Initiative
Cabled Array

The OOI-CA was installed in 2014 and is operated by the University of Washington. It has a star topology with two primary
cables and seven primary nodes and currently supports 18 junction boxes and approximately 140 scientific instruments,
as well as profilers at three sites. The array uses a constant voltage power system.
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Instrument Connections
There are two distinct strategies for connecting individual instruments to an undersea
cable. For general purpose cabled observatories and some EEW systems, ROV wet-mate
connectors allow the instrumentation to be replaced, repaired, and upgraded over the life
of the system without having to replace or recover the expensive backbone cables (Figure
15). While this is a very powerful and reliable technology, it adds some complexity and
expense for installation. The other option would be to hardwire all instruments directly to
the backbone cable. This approach eliminates many potential failure points, reduces risk,
and reduces installation cost. The main drawback for this option is that repairs become very
expensive, requiring mobilization of a cable ship to recover and replace the backbone cable.

Ocean Networks Canada
NEPTUNE

The ONC NEPTUNE cabled observatory was installed in 2009 and is operated by the University of Victoria, Canada. It
is configured with a ring topology with six primary nodes and is generally comparable in size and functionality to the
OOI-CA. Like the cabled array, ONC NEPTUNE uses a constant voltage power system.
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Any systemic performance issues or instrument failures become cost-prohibitive to replace
or repair. Also, it would not be practical to upgrade the system to take advantage of future
improvements in sensor technologies.

Topology
The layout of a cabled system determines the instrument spacing and coverage, as well
as the types of undersea risks to which the system is exposed. There are three main
topologies that describe the layout and define how cable segments interconnect for an
EEW and TEW system (Figure 16). In all cases, segments of undersea cable are connected to
terrestrial power and communication systems at a shore station.

Figure 16. Cabled observatory topology options. The cable (yellow) connects nodes (red) where instruments are attached.
The dotted yellow line in the star topology indicates possible extensions.

In a star configuration, a shore station provides power to a tree of offshore nodes. The
OOI-CA is an example of a star configuration. While this approach can minimize the number
of shore stations and total cable length, it has many single points of failure that reduce the
overall reliability following an earthquake due to vulnerability to underwater landslides.
A ring configuration follows a loop design with the central stem landing at a shore
station. The ONC NEPTUNE array is an example of a ring configuration. A variant of a ring
configuration involves one or more loops that can be connected to multiple shore stations
following an S- or U-shaped geometry; this approach allows the instrumentation to be
powered from either shore station, which is an important feature that allows the system
to continue to operate during and after an event in which the cable is cut by underwater
landslides.
A mesh configuration has several cable segments interconnected at multiple points. Here,
the power and switching systems at each intersection would be sophisticated enough
to reconfigure dynamically in the event of cable breaks in the system, thereby bolstering
reliability. This type of system is complex and difficult to implement given the technologies
available and the need for the system to switch high voltages quickly without an interruption
in service.
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Example: Implementing a Ring Cabled System
A cabled offshore instrument network in a ring configuration is one of several that may
meet the needs and scope of the project at the time of implementation. While there is an
added expense to install multiple shore stations, a significant fraction of the instrument
network would be expected to continue to operate in the event of severed cables. Given
a ring configuration with multiple shore stations, we can explore the cost, reliability, and
flexibility of two specific cable designs: the hardwired and connectorized systems.
A hardwired system would use constant current for power, have a ring topology, and
instruments would be integrated into a repeater housing (Figure 17). This configuration
minimizes the installation cost because there is no extra step of deploying instruments
after the backbone cable is deployed with a cable ship. It also minimizes operation and
maintenance costs. An added advantage is the ability to bury instrumentation fully in
commercial fishing areas. The downside of this configuration is that it is not feasible to add
new instrumentation as technology evolves. Furthermore, repairs are costly for such a
system.

Figure 17. A cable design with instruments
integrated into a repeater housing, similar
to the design of the S-Net system. A repeater
is an electronic device used to amplify a
communications signal along a fiber optic cable.
The repeater housing contains the internal
electronics for communications, but could also
include a pressure sensor and seismometer (see
inset figure for cutaway). Once deployed, the
repeater and instrument package are intended
to be maintenance-free, but not adaptable. An
optional external extension cable would allow
additional instruments to be attached.

A connectorized system would use a cable ship to deploy the backbone cable and junction
boxes, and another ship with an ROV to connect secondary cables and instruments to the
junction box. This configuration is similar to the Japanese DONET system, using constant
current for power, ROV wet-mate connectors to attach the instruments to the cable, and
a ring topology to the junction boxes. An advantage is that repairs and upgrades to the
instruments could be performed without recovering the main backbone cable to the
surface with a cable ship. Such a system could be designed to allow additional instruments
to be connected beyond the original specifications. The main downside of this system is
that it is much more complex than the hardwired option and has more potential failure
points. Because it is not possible to bury the instrument nodes and secondary cables, these
components are more susceptible to damage from fishing activities in shallow water.
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Cost Comparison
A hardwired system would have lower installation and maintenance costs than a
corresponding modular system. For a hardwired system, instruments would be contained in
housings and would be installed and buried (where necessary) directly by a cable ship. For
hardwired components that are designed to last the life of the system, maintenance costs
are expected to be mainly limited to repair of cable breaks from external aggression (e.g.,
fishing activities, anchors).
A connectorized system would be more expensive to install and perhaps to maintain.
Regarding maintenance, the lower cost of servicing cruises (requiring a small ship and ROV
instead of a cable ship) could be offset by the inherently lower reliability of a more complex
system. The key assumption in this comparison is that hardwired system components are
able to last the 25-year lifetime and behave as expected. If instruments fail prematurely
at a high rate, or if there is a systemic sensor or electronics issue, the cost of repair would
be significant. For example, if every component had to be serviced due to a systematic
problem that was not discovered during testing, the cost of fixing the issue could be many
times the initial cost of installing the system.
Installation costs for a representative hardwired and connectorized EEW/TEW system can
be estimated by assuming the topology and number of shore stations. We consider two
cable designs that extend from Northern California to the U.S.–Canada border, spanning
a straight-line distance of nearly 520 miles / 830 km. The designs assume multiple shore
stations with cable loops that extend down the continental slope and across the trench
where the two geological plates meet (Figure 18). This layout ensures that basic instrument
packages, in this case limited to ocean bottom seismometers and bottom pressure
recorders, surround the likely source zone for the earthquake and tsunami.
The first design assumes a hardwired system (Figure 18a) while the second design
features a connectorized system (Figure 18b). The total installation cost is estimated to be
approximately $300 million for a hardwired system and $500 million for a connectorized
system. These estimates were reviewed by Ocean Specialists, Inc. in February 2019
using industry rates, and included such categories as equipment, project management,
research and development, engineering design, permitting, and ship time, among
other considerations. These costs could vary significantly depending on a number of
factors, including node and instrument quantities, areal extent, system configuration
and requirements, telecom industry activity, competitiveness of potential bidders,
implementation delays, and permitting constraints. A rough order of magnitude of the
operation and maintenance costs of the infrastructure would be $5–10 million per year
for the hardwired system and $20 million per year for the connectorized system. The
operations and maintenance costs will be highly dependent on the ultimate configuration,
but would include the annual maintenance of instruments, shore station maintenance and
leasing, terrestrial networking charges, management, and utilities. The operations and
maintenance costs are estimated based on similar costs for the OOI-CA.

Reliability
Relative to a connectorized EEW system, a hardwired system would have significantly fewer
total components that are susceptible to damage or failure. It would also have simpler
power and control systems, further reducing the possible failure points. Finally, because it
would be fully buried (both the backbone cable and instruments) by a cable ship plow in the
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Figure 18. Idealized cable designs for an earthquake and tsunami early warning system along the Cascadia subduction zone. Shore
stations identify where the seafloor cables connect to onshore stations that provide power and communications. The boundary
between the two geological plates is represented by the trench (blue line). The likely source of the earthquake and tsunami would
be located beneath the continental shelf and slope. (A) A hardwired design with 84 instrument packages (blue dots) installed in-line
with the primary cable. This design is more efficient to install, but cannot be adapted after installation. (B) A connectorized design
with 30 nodes (yellow dots), each node hosting multiple instrument arrays for a total of 120 (red dots). This design allows the system
to be adapted over time and allows a wide variety of instrument types, but at greater cost.

shallow water depths of the continental shelf, it would avoid damage by fishing activities in
the area. However, it would still be susceptible to cable breaks on the continental slope and
abyssal plain from submarine landslides or turbidity currents.
The connectorized system would have many more points of failure. Wet-mate connectors
can be made individually reliable, but, in aggregate, are still a weak point in the system when
considering the number needed to cover the entire area. The extension cables between
the backbone cable and the instruments will not be armored or buried as deeply as the
hardwired system because they must be deployed by an ROV, which limits options for
the types of cable used. Furthermore, the ROV wet-mate connection points and likely the
junction boxes and instruments will not be buried, making them vulnerable to damage by
fishing activities.

Maintenance and Flexibility
The main advantage of the connectorized system is that individual pieces can be configured,
repaired, upgraded, and modified without recovering the backbone cable to the surface
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for splicing. Repairs by cable ship cost millions of dollars for each incident. With wet-mate
connectors, a smaller and less expensive ship and ROV can perform operations quickly,
with less risk and downtime for the entire system. This allows individual instruments to
be swapped or repaired. New cables may be added or replaced and new instrumentation
may be added over the life of the system to support new understandings of the geological
processes or as new monitoring techniques are discovered.
A hardwired system would essentially be a fixed configuration for its lifetime, with no realistic
opportunities to upgrade or modify the system. Significant engineering will be required to
ensure a 25-year operable life for the instruments embedded in the repeater housing.

Moored Buoys
There are non-cabled options for transmitting data from seafloor instruments. Moored
buoys have been used extensively as navigational aids and oceanographic research
platforms, and for tsunami detection. An array of buoys could be configured to transmit
data from the seafloor to an onshore analysis center via a satellite link. The best-known
version for tsunami detection is the NOAA DART buoy, now in its fourth generation and in
widespread use around the world (Meinig et al., 2005). Principally due to the acoustic data
link between the seafloor instrument(s) and the buoy, DART buoys have an
inherent lag of approximately two minutes from seafloor signal detection
to receipt onshore. Therefore, a buoy system is best applied to TEW where
high latency and low data sampling are acceptable.
As an alternative or complimentary technology to cabled systems,
moored buoys are less susceptible to damage from turbidity currents
and earthquakes, and are consequently more likely to remain operational
after an earthquake, although the seafloor instruments are still at risk.
Installation costs are lower for buoys than for cabled systems, depending
on the quantity of buoys to be deployed. The cost of a commercial DART
buoy is $500 thousand per unit (Bernard and Titov, 2015). Ship time is then
required to deploy the buoys. The advantage of lower installation cost
is offset by the need for significant regular maintenance, which requires
frequent visits by a ship as well as replacement components. DART buoys
are a good example of the current state of the art, and require servicing
every two years on average to replace damaged and/or failed components
such as moorings, electronics, and batteries. Buoy vandalism by humans and damage by
marine mammals such as sea lions are recognized hazards. Reliability is also problematic
due to occasional mooring failures. In 2010, the NOAA annual budget to maintain and
operate a global array of 39 DART buoys was $12M per year (GAO, 2010). This likely
represents an upper bound if considering a similarly scaled regional early warning network,
because maintenance costs would likely be less if all the buoys were deployed within the
same geographic area.

Mobile Platforms
Although a less-mature technology for EEW/TEW, mobile platforms such as AUVs could be
developed to collect data from EEW/TEW seafloor instruments. AUVs are less likely to be
affected by earthquakes and tsunamis than cabled systems, and their overall operational
reliability is improving.
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Each mobile platform could roam over areas of hundreds of square kilometers, collecting
data by acoustic link from an array of seafloor instruments. The data latency (likely minutes
to hours depending on the proximity of the AUV to the seafloor instruments) would
preclude use in an EEW system, but may contribute towards a TEW system. If mobile
platforms were stationed semi-permanently above each acoustically-connected instrument
site, the capabilities would be similar to a network of acoustically connected buoys, but
with the added capability to conduct custom missions throughout the water column or in
the far field in response to sensed events. The use of mobile platforms may work well if
part of a hybrid system, relying on low-latency cable transmissions for early warning and
high-latency acoustic transmissions for scientific research via AUV. Subsea docking systems,
still under development, would enable AUVs to be based at the seafloor below depths
where biofouling is a known hazard. In these cases, docking station power and long-haul
communications to shore would be provided by the cable or buoy.

Wireless Seafloor Networks
Seafloor cables, buoys, and AUVs in an early warning system transmit data over long
distances, from the seafloor to terrestrial processing centers. Alternative communication
pathways are under active development, and may provide new options in the near
future. Wireless communications, excluding satellite or cell phone communications, might
eventually enable a flexible node infrastructure. In an acoustic mesh network, each node
communicates with its nearest neighbors, transmitting data (such as seismic and seafloor
pressure data) and gathering accurate horizontal range information that measures
horizontal deformation (Figure 19). Depending on battery capacity and duty cycle, acoustic
mesh networks could eventually transmit detection parameters or reduced data products
from individual sensors back to shore. Because such systems have not previously been
demonstrated over large spatial areas, it is difficult to provide a reasonable cost estimate for
such systems if deployed as a plate boundary early warning network.
Acoustic communication is the de facto standard for underwater wireless data
transmissions and vehicle navigation, and is typically deployed as a point-to-point solution.
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Figure 19. Scheme for a wireless acoustic mesh network.

For example, instrument data may be transmitted acoustically directly to a data collection
node or buoy. At typical acoustic modem frequencies (~25 kHz), acoustic messaging can
cover multiple kilometers, with data rates comparable to dial-up modems (< 9600 baud).
Network protocols derived from terrestrial RF networks could transform a collection
of seafloor mounted acoustic transponders into a multi-hopping data network, vehicle
navigation array, and geodetic sensing platform (Figure 20). Given that acoustic methods
transmit data at the speed of sound (1400–1500 m/s in seawater), data latencies would be
~2 minutes to cross the continental shelf (100–150 km) and arrive on land.

Emerging Platforms and Auxiliary

Figure 20. Relative range (distance spanned) vs. bandwidth
(amount of data transferred) for subsea wireless options.
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Technologies
Additional innovations may soon revolutionize short-range communications, eliminating the
need for wet-mate connectors. Radio frequencies are rapidly attenuated underwater. But
over short ranges (tens of centimeters), it is possible to maintain a Wi-Fi link. Commercially
available subsea optical modems claim data rates of up to 500 Mbps, enough throughput
for real time video signals, with range of up to 200 m. Optical communications, however,
are susceptible to fouling and external light interference, so are best used in deeper
installations, which tend to have clearer water and less biofouling.
If the cable is removed from design consideration, shore-based power is no longer available,
but there are emerging technologies that may provide alternatives to the batteries used in
autonomous instruments. These include advances in ongoing renewable energy harvesting
(wind turbines, wave energy converters, tidal current systems) and wireless power transfer
developments (i.e., inductive charging, adaptive resonant power transfer).
Further investigation of these emerging technologies as well as investment in innovation
will enhance our future capabilities, not only of detecting offshore hazards, but also of
understanding precursory activity of large seismic events that may one day lead to hazard
forecasting. Therefore, it would be advantageous to maintain adaptability and flexibility in
the deployed system to incorporate new technologies. As emerging technologies become
more mature, the following areas should be considered when determining their use in an
early warning and subduction zone monitoring system: data types and latency, reliability
and risk exposure, capital cost, and operations and maintenance costs.

Risks
Any offshore detection and warning system will be exposed to known risks during the
planning, implementation, and maintenance phases of the project. If the risks are realized,
they can delay or even prevent implementation, increase construction and maintenance
costs, and reduce the effectiveness of the system due to downtime or failures. The broad
categories of risk are:
•

Delays in permitting and community support. Here, the successful
experiences of the OOI-CA in Oregon are invaluable and demonstrate the
political importance of engagement with stakeholder communities, as well
as meeting all statutory requirements for permitting.

•

System reliability. The predicted reliability of new systems does not
always match subsequent performance. It is therefore advantageous
to use approaches that have been tested, and to investigate and
exploit historical performance data to enhance reliability. Where less
technologically mature approaches are deemed necessary, it is important
to ensure that the system be serviceable to enable future repairs or
replacements.

•

External aggression. Both fishing activities and submarine landslides
are a significant risk to seafloor infrastructure (Pope et al., 2017).
Cabled system and seafloor installations are susceptible to turbidity
currents and should be located carefully to minimize risk of damage.
Shore infrastructure for cabled systems will be exposed to the same
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earthquakes and tsunamis that are being detected, and should be
hardened against these hazards. Buoys are susceptible to vandalism and
damage from wildlife.
•

Weather and environment. Infrastructure located at the sea surface (i.e.,
buoys) or on the coastline (i.e., shore stations) must be able to withstand
wind, waves, and flooding imposed by severe storms.

•

Lack of sustained project funding. It will be important to identify an
adequate and stable source of funding for operation and maintenance
because otherwise the system may be hard to sustain given that the
catastrophic earthquakes that justify it are infrequent and provide few
reminders to the public about the hazards.

Summary of Design Options
A variety of platforms and technologies are available to provide power and communications
to a network of offshore instruments (Table 5), though different designs deliver varying
capabilities for detection and warning of earthquakes and tsunamis. For EEW, an instrument
network must provide low latency (less than a few seconds) and continuous data, and have
sufficient areal coverage of the source zone to be effective. For TEW, sufficient coverage
is also needed to detect and warn communities along the entire coastline; however, data
latency, which can be on the order of minutes is acceptable, assuming an EEW is used to
trigger the TEW system with initial parameters of the earthquake source.
Considering the list of mature technologies that are available to deliver power and
communications, a seafloor cabled system is best situated to meet all of the stated system
requirements for EEW and TEW, while also providing fundamental observations to assess
the future hazards through scientific research. Fiber optic cable systems allow signals to
move from instrument to shore in well under one second, including all internal latencies.
This approach easily meets the overall system latency requirement. Further, this technology
is readily available, mature, low maintenance and very reliable, and has been proven in many
similar systems, including S-Net, DONET, OOI-CA, and ONC NEPTUNE. This approach has
significant installation costs.
A moored buoy system, which transmits data acoustically from the seafloor to sea surface,
and subsequently to land via satellite or cell phone system, is well demonstrated for TEW.
However, it is unclear whether latencies could be made short enough to be useful for
EEW. Comparing a buoy system to a cabled system with a comparable number of seafloor
instruments, the operation and maintenance costs are of the same order of magnitude;
but a buoy system has limited capabilities. It would not likely contribute to EEW, nor provide
continuous high-bandwidth data streams. An alternative design would connect the buoy
with an array of seafloor instruments using electromechanical stretch hoses that can
withstand the effects of waves and wind. If such moorings prove sufficiently reliable, it might
be possible to operate more extensive networks of near-real time underwater instruments
from buoys rather than cabled networks. The tethered cable would provide a highbandwidth data stream to the buoy for transmission via a dedicated satellite link, while the
buoy could harvest wind/wave energy and send power to the seafloor instruments. Such
a design could meet many of the requirements for an EEW/TEW network, and mirror the
capabilities of a cabled system. But significant research and development would be needed
to demonstrate the performance and reliability of such a system.
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Table 5. The primary offshore platforms required for an EEW/TEW instrument network. High/Medium/Low
provide a relative measure of how each platform compares for each category. Maturity describes the level of
existing development and testing of the technology. Reliability describes the resilience and performance of
the technology. Maintainability refers to the need to replace instruments and technology over the lifespan
of the instrument network. Flexibility describes the ability to change or reconfigure the instruments after
installation. O&M, operations and maintenance.

A hybrid approach would be to combine multiple technologies into an integrated
system comprising limited cable segments for real-time transmission of ocean bottom
seismographs located over the earthquake source region, buoys to detect outbound
tsunami propagation, and HF radar for nearshore tsunami monitoring. The cabled
instruments would provide the detection of the earthquake and constrain initial source
parameters (event magnitude and extent). The cables might only extend to the edge of the
continental shelf, but connect acoustically to an acoustic network that spans the trench.
This would limit the risk of a cable break from a turbidity current or submarine landslide.
Given that the tsunami propagates faster in deeper water, a limited array of bottom
pressure sensors and buoys could be placed strategically just west of the trench to help
constrain initial models of the tsunami. The models can then be tested against observations
from coastal HF radar as the initial waves approach the shoreline, and the warnings updated
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accordingly. Such a system may not have the full spatial coverage or instrument density
of a solely cabled system, but would provide greater system reliability and resilience.
Given the numerous variables, a full cost comparison is beyond the scope of this analysis,
but such a system could be constructed to maximize benefits of each technology, while
minimizing risk and cost.
Certain technologies under development might support alternative designs. This may
include a variety of autonomous wave, wind, and diesel powered surface vehicles that
could replace a buoy, the development of robust electromechanical cables to facilitate
high-bandwidth communications and power transfer between a buoy and the seafloor,
new power systems that harvest wind, wave, or current energy from the environment,
and technologies for wireless power and data transfer that eliminate the need to attach
instruments to seafloor infrastructure with wet-mate connectors.

Extensive engagement with stakeholders will be
critical to define the specifications of tsunami warning
products, including delivery time, their method of
dissemination, and how best to provide updates in a
manner that is helpful rather than confusing.
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Implementation Plan
Progress toward developing an offshore instrument network for EEW and TEW will require
(1) expanding the scope of the planning efforts to engage government, industry, and
community stakeholders to build consensus on the program’s objectives and a coalition to
seek implementation funding, and (2) conducting studies and prototyping experiments that
will be necessary to optimize the system design.

Community Engagement
Early warning will only be effective if it is part of a comprehensive effort to prepare for a
subduction zone earthquake so that the loss of life and infrastructure is minimized and
communities are equipped to recover quickly. The planning for offshore early warning
must be integrated into ongoing efforts to improve resiliency following a subduction zone
earthquake, and this principle should guide the engagement efforts.
There are many stakeholders that must be engaged, namely government at various levels
including those that represent coastal communities and tribes; federal agencies, including
NOAA and the USGS that are respectively responsible for tsunami and earthquake
warning/mitigation, FEMA, the U.S. Navy, and Coast Guard; state and county emergency
managers and first responders; industry, including insurance/reinsurance, utilities, high
tech, telecommunications, fishing, and maritime companies; non-government policy and
philanthropic organizations; regional scientific experts, researchers, and various experts.
While the focus of engagement efforts should be on the U.S., it will be important from the
outset to include representation from Canada to ensure that the program leads to seamless
monitoring that spans the border. Partnerships with Japan will be important so that the
program can benefit from their experience implementing offshore monitoring systems, as
will collaboration with countries considering offshore monitoring such as New Zealand and
Chile.
Early engagement efforts should include:
•

A kick-off workshop

•

The formation of a program office

•

A rigorous cost–benefit analysis

•

Close collaboration with the federal agencies responsible for warning

•

Engagement with coastal communities

•

Consultation with researchers and technical experts
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The kick-off workshop should include representatives of all the potential stakeholder
groups, brief participants on this feasibility study, and seek input and consensus on the
objectives and priorities for offshore monitoring, including how a program should be
integrated with broader efforts to plan for the next great Cascadia earthquake. The key
outcomes of early engagement activities should be agreement among the stakeholders on
the mission and quantifiable benefits of the program, a consensus on how best to proceed,
and a plan of action for engaging each stakeholder community.
The establishment and maintenance of a program office for offshore early warning will
provide the organizational structure to coordinate interest at multiple institutions, support
extensive follow-up stakeholder engagement, and develop an outreach program to the
public. Program offices are commonly employed within academia to support large initiatives
that require coordination among multiple communities (e.g., the National Office for the NSF
Earthscope program that has underpinned an unprecedented geophysical study of the
North American continent, and the University–National Oceanographic Laboratory System
office that coordinates the U.S. academic fleet). This program office should have academic
and community leadership, but will require a capable staff with expertise in academic–
government–industry interactions and informal education. To build upon the kick-off
workshop and avoid the risk of losing momentum, the staff would ideally be in place soon
afterward, and if they were in place before, they could be a part of recruiting participants
and conducting the workshop.
Because plans for public outreach should be centered around justifying the system through
a clear articulation of the needs for and benefits of the program, it is important that the
kick-off workshop lead to a rigorous cost–benefit analysis. The FEMA Hazus GIS-based
disaster assessment tool (https://www.fema.gov/hazus) provides a standard methodology
to assess potential casualties, damages, and economic losses from natural disasters and
could be used as the basis of a comparative study to assess the impact of an offshore
monitoring system. Broad stakeholder input will be important to support this effort. For
example, the cooperation of industries and utilities will be required to understand how they
might benefit and take advantage of early warning. Estimates of the life-saving potential
of early warning must be informed by the plans of agencies and managers responsible for
warning and disaster responses.
Strong collaborations must be formed with the two federal agencies responsible for warning
to understand how early warning should be integrated into their operations. For EEW, the
USGS, with a coalition of state and university partners, is in the process of implementing
the ShakeAlert system along the west coast of the United States using data from land
seismic and GNSS stations. With adequate funding, it would be relatively straightforward
to incorporate offshore observations into this established system and thus take advantage
of ShakeAlert’s ongoing efforts to engage stakeholders, and develop systems to distribute
useful warnings to government agencies, private organizations, and the public.
For tsunami early warning, much more work will be needed. The NOAA Tsunami Warning
Centers now aim to deliver warnings for domestic events within five minutes (McLean et
al., 2014), but these are derived only from the analysis of terrestrial seismic records. NOAA
is exploring the use of GNSS data to reduce the time for accurate size estimates for large
earthquakes (Melgar et al., 2016a), and is also considering the placement of DART buoys
closer to the trench. Further consideration and analysis is needed to identify how best to
enable a nearfield tsunami warning that is both accurate and timely. To ensure nearfield
tsunami warnings, the data influx from an offshore sensor network must be integrated
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carefully into the operations at the Tsunami Warning Centers, and these centers must have
the computational resources and algorithms to ensure robust automated warnings.
Aside from educating coastal populations in the nearfield to head immediately for higher
ground after feeling or learning of an earthquake, the coastal evacuation plan is largely
focused on timescales of hours for far-field tsunami warnings. Extensive engagement
with stakeholders will be critical to define the specifications of tsunami warning products,
including delivery time, their method of dissemination, and how best to provide updates in a
manner that is helpful rather than confusing. It is also critical to determine how an offshore
warning system fits with other essential mitigation and preparedness activities, including
enhancing the resilience of infrastructure along the coast and coastal access routes,
building vertical evacuation structures in tsunami inundation zones that are isolated from
higher ground, and educating the public to ensure that populations respond appropriately
to warnings.
A strong relationship must also be forged with FEMA, the federal agency tasked with helping
people before, during, and after natural disasters. FEMA prepares people for natural
disasters through education and provides federal assistance for short-term response and
long-term recovery following a disaster. Because the benefit of earthquake and tsunami
early warning derives primarily from its inclusion into a comprehensive plan to prepare,
respond, and recover from disasters, the system must be developed in collaboration
with FEMA.
From the outset, it will be critical to engage those directly impacted by the offshore
infrastructure (instruments and platforms). The support of coastal communities will be
needed to obtain permits for shore stations, which should be positioned far enough inland
to be outside the tsunami inundation zone. Both commercial and tribal fishing communities
must be engaged to minimize the impacts of offshore infrastructure on this industry and
the risks of damage to the infrastructure by fishing. The positive interactions between the
University of Washington OOI-CA team and the Oregon Fisherman’s Cable Committee
were extremely beneficial to that project and will serve as a useful template to move this
effort forward.

Preparatory Scientific Studies
The occurrence of several very large destructive megathrust earthquakes in the past 15
years has led to a growing public awareness of the inevitability of a similar event in the
Pacific Northwest (Schulz, 2015), and to increased scientific support for offshore studies that
seek to understand the hazard posed by the Cascadia subduction zone. During 2011–2015,
NSF supported a 4-year community deployment of ~70 ocean bottom seismometers along
the full length of the Cascadia subduction zone and farther offshore on the Juan de Fuca
plate (Toomey et al., 2014). This is by far the largest academic ocean bottom seismometer
experiment ever conducted and it is transforming our understanding of offshore seismicity
and of the deep structure of the subduction zone and Juan de Fuca plate.
Ongoing studies using these data are of particular relevance to offshore early warning; they
are used to improve catalogs for offshore earthquakes occurring on and near the plate
boundary (Stone et al., 2018; Morton et al., 2018), investigate earthquake amplitudes on the
incoming plate and accretionary prism (Gomberg et al., 2018), and analyze noise sources on
ocean bottom seismometers in the frequency band used to detect regional earthquakes
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(Hilmo et al., 2017). Data from pressure sensors in the instruments are being used to model
small tsunamis that propagated through the network (Gusman et al., 2016) and improve the
design of future experiments to search for slow slip earthquakes offshore (Fredrickson et
al., 2017).
NSF is supporting ongoing geodesy experiments using both GPS-acoustic (Chadwell,
2017) and calibrated bottom pressure measurements (Cook et al., 2017) that are likely to
enhance our understanding of plate locking. NSF has supported the acquisition of a large,
amphibious, magnetotelluric dataset (Parris, 2015) and recently funded an experiment that
will acquire deep penetration seismic reflection data along the full length of the subduction
zone (Carbotte, 2018).

For Cascadia, it is critical that we have a
‘before’ image of the continental slope and
trench morphology so that we can identify
what has changed after a megathrust event.

The USGS is collaborating with several universities and NOAA to initiate a program of
seafloor mapping, shallow seismic imaging, and sediment core collection to understand
the neotectonics of the accretionary prism (Brothers et al., 2019). Imaging using deeppenetration seismic reflection, seismic refraction, and electromagnetic techniques would
provide improved constraints on the location of the plate boundary and the large-scale fault
structure and style of deformation of the accretionary prism.
Cumulatively these studies are contributing to our understanding of the subduction zone
offshore, but there are additional observational studies that could be used to prepare
for the next megathrust event and optimize the design of an offshore warning system,
including:
•

High-resolution bathymetric mapping of the seafloor, particularly along
the slope and trench

•

Complete geophysical imaging of the subsurface structure to identify
faults and potential slope failures

•

Additional geodetic studies to constrain the locking state of the
megathrust and identify possible source zones for megathrust rupture

•

Ocean bottom seismic arrays to map active, low-level seismicity or tremor

•

High-resolution DEMs of coastal estuaries, and an assessment of which
low-lying regions require high-resolution inundation modeling for an
incoming tsunami

Most of the continental slope has been mapped in a piecemeal fashion by ship-based
multibeam systems, but the data and processing quality are variable and the horizontal
resolution in most places is limited to ~100 m. There are ongoing efforts to integrate
these existing data, but new efforts to map the margin, including the continental shelf,
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at higher resolution with the latest ship-based systems and autonomous vehicles would
contribute substantially to geological studies of active processes and could help to optimize
the instrument locations and cable routes for an offshore instrument network. These
bathymetric datasets should be of high enough resolution and uniform quality so that
they can be used for change detection. For the 2011 Tohoku Japan tsunami, differential
bathymetry was instrumental in quantifying the seafloor deformation associated with the
tsunami (Fujiwara et al., 2011). For Cascadia, it is critical that we have a ‘before’ image of the
continental slope and trench morphology so that we can identify what has changed after a
megathrust event.
There are extensive image datasets of the subduction zone built with multichannel seismic
and electromagnetic techniques. The high-resolution seismic imaging of the shallow
subsurface planned by the USGS will be an important addition because it will constrain the
location of active shallow faults that might rupture during a large megathrust event and
contribute to a tsunami. In conjunction with seafloor mapping and sediment core analysis,
it will help identify areas of slope instability that could also contribute to tsunami generation
and would be poor sites for seafloor instrumentation. It will thus be important for the
academic community to work with the USGS and their Canadian counterparts to ensure
that shallow imaging data are collected and analyzed along the entire subduction zone.
Offshore geodetic studies of the subduction zone are still in their infancy and limited to
a small number of sites. A comprehensive effort to obtain dense geodetic observations
along the entire subduction zone using established GNSS-acoustic and seafloor pressure
monitoring techniques would contribute substantially to our understanding of the
distribution of plate boundary locking and episodic slow slip, and thus improve our
understanding of the tsunamigenic and ground shaking potential of the next megathrust
earthquake. This could feed directly into the system design of a warning system by
improving constraints on the required footprint for monitoring and identifying segments of
the subduction zone where the hazard is likely the highest.
Although there have been substantial efforts to obtain ocean bottom seismometer data
along the entire Cascadia subduction zone, the need for more studies remains. For
example, while the studies to date confirm that earthquake rates are low along much of
the plate boundary offshore (Stone et al., 2018), they detected some earthquakes and
had limited sensitivity in many regions because of a relatively large instrument spacing
and the failure of instruments to record good data at some sites. Good recordings of a
smaller number of earthquakes on the plate boundary and accurate locations obtained
with improved seismic velocity models from new seismic imaging could provide important
constraints on the structure of the plate interface. If slow slip events occur in the offshore
environment, then microearthquake activity may be episodic, which could justify future
deployments.
Cumulatively, the offshore observations will lead to a better understanding of the structure
of the margin and the styles of earthquakes, leading to an improved suite of earthquake
simulations. These can, in turn, support the detailed simulations of early warning system
performance for a full range of possible megathrust earthquakes.

Instrument Network Design Research
Extensive modeling studies will be required to optimize the distribution and spacing of
instruments. Robust EEW requires that multiple seismic instruments are positioned near
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While the next major event cannot be predicted, it
is possible to generate hypothetical scenarios based
on knowledge of the fault geometry, the geological
evidence from past events, and the study of recent
earthquakes on other subduction zones.
the epicenter of the earthquake and it is relatively straightforward to create contour maps
of the predicted warning times for idealized system designs as a function of earthquake
epicenter or warning location. However, more sophisticated modeling efforts will be
required to develop a design that will minimize the impacts of localized system downtime
due to point breaks in cables (Pope et al., 2017), junction box and instrument failures, and
scheduled maintenance. Probabilistic modeling studies will be required to predict how well
a hardened design might perform after a large megathrust earthquake, which could damage
key components of the system and limit its performance for subsequent aftershocks.
The lack of historical seismic and tsunami events in Cascadia makes the current hazard in
the region more uncertain and potentially more dangerous, because the period of relative
seismic quiescence throughout the past 300+ years has likely added to complacency
in preparedness and inadequate building codes. Although this has no bearing on the
probability of future events, it adds a degree of difficulty in anticipating key impacts of
possible large earthquakes and tsunamis, or optimizing a warning system for a specific
earthquake source. Past earthquakes have varied greatly in magnitude, extent, and duration
of quiescent periods. While the next major event cannot be predicted, it is possible to
generate hypothetical scenarios based on knowledge of the fault geometry, the geological
evidence from past events, and the study of recent earthquakes on other subduction zones.
Alternative efforts at simulating the range of rupture properties and associated ground
motions have used stochastic modeling of large earthquake rupture patterns, leading to
a much larger suite of “random” but geophysically reasonable scenarios. One set of 1300
hypothetical events (Melgar et al., 2016a) have been coupled with ground motion modeling
to provide a framework to anticipate the timing and amplitude of strong ground motion,
and to test the response of the ShakeAlert EEW systems to large events. They can also
be used for design optimization of an onshore or offshore instrument network built for
earthquake and tsunami early warning, and to test statistical inversion techniques that
may be necessary to generate warnings from such a network in real time. An early planning
objective for such a network would be the further development of a more detailed set of
scenarios to aid the specification of instrument type and spacing, uniformity of instrument
types across the network, and real time data analysis or modeling tasks to optimize
effectiveness.
Ongoing research into probabilistic approaches will provide formal confidence limits on
the final impact prediction in the form of statistical inversion. In the process, we will
enhance our understanding of the physical dynamics and enhance the value of the
predictions to decision-makers. Future observational and computational power may
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The Challenge of Real Time
Tsunami Detection

Change in seaﬂoor pressure
(meters of sea water)

It is not straightforward to use ocean bottom pressure to determine the sea surface motion in the
immediate source region (LeVeque et al., 2018). If the ocean were incompressible (i.e., constant density),
then the surface would nearly track the seafloor motion over the time scale of the earthquake, with no
change in water depth and no change in hydrostatic pressure. Changes in water depth would only be
detected over a longer time scale (several minutes) as the tsunami propagates away from the source
region. Moreover, the hydroacoustic waves generated by the seafloor motion can have amplitudes
that are orders of magnitude larger than the change in hydrostatic pressure that would be induced
by the amplitude of the
tsunami generated. Ocean
Near-source seaﬂoor pressure record for the 2003 Tokachi earthquake and tsunami
bottom pressure records
from several recent
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earthquakes have been
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The figure shows the
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signature of a tsunami
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as observed by a bottom
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pressure recorder (station
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PG1) deployed off the coast
of Hokkaido, Japan within
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the source region of the
0
magnitude 8.1 Tokachi
-10
Japan earthquake in 2003.
Hydroacoustic Waves
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This record illustrates the
difficulty of interpreting
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data in real time, as rapid
Time after earthquake (minutes)
fluctuations in pressure in
the first 10 minutes mask
the subtle offset in pressure from the net upward movement of the seafloor. The change in pressure
is plotted in units of “meters of sea water,” and depicts changes in the height of the water column due
to either changes in sea surface height or changes in seafloor height. The top panel shows a zoomedin version of the bottom, with a moving average shown by the red line. The hydroacoustic waves
generated during the earthquake have amplitudes roughly 50 times larger than the net change in
hydrostatic pressure from the 0.4 m of coseismic uplift of the seafloor at this location. Unfortunately,
the tsunami signal is almost completely masked by the acoustic waves during the critical first 10
minutes. Future research is required to explore whether the tsunami signal can be extracted from
similar records in near-real time.
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eventually increase to the point where real time data inversion, simulations of tsunami
generation, propagation and inundation, and the application of probabilistic algorithms
are feasible and cost-effective.
For tsunami warning the modeling is more complex because there are still unanswered
questions regarding the interpretation of real time seafloor pressure records in the source
region. It is unclear how pressure records are best complemented by other observations
so as to yield unambiguous measurements of sea surface displacements in the earthquake
source zone. Furthermore, tsunami early warning depends upon sustained observations
throughout and following the ground shaking. From the outset of an event, modeling
studies must be linked tightly to estimates of the chances that particular components of
the system will fail, such as dropouts from individual or groups of instruments. Indeed,
such modeling studies will likely play a critical role in determining the topology and design
of the network, including the mixture of cabled and non-cabled instruments. Because
observations that constrain the tsunami will continue to be obtained as it moves toward and
then floods coastlines, algorithms will be required that continually assimilate new data into
an updating forecast.
A better understanding of the relation between seafloor motion and wave generation in
the ocean is essential to interpret the data that might be collected from sensors on the
seafloor or from direct observation of the sea surface (e.g., by HF radar or GNSS buoys). This
has been identified as a significant research challenge that must be addressed. The DART
network is a critical component of the far-field warning system because changes in ocean
bottom pressure reflect the amplitude of a long wavelength tsunami as it passes. In this
situation, changes in hydrostatic pressure due to changes in water depth are the primary
signal, and these are used to calculate the change in surface elevation.
A detailed desktop study will be necessary to support the final system design. A
desktop study is a standard planning mechanism to identify potential complications or
considerations such as permitting, layout, cable crossing, and other offshore risks. It is
important to quantify and minimize the impacts of turbidity flows and landslides on the
seafloor infrastructure following an earthquake, as well as those from both natural and
anthropogenic sources during the system’s life. An initial desktop study was performed as
part of the development for this report. However, a more extensive study will be needed
once a final instrument network design is chosen.
Although the basic instrument suite for earthquake and tsunami monitoring could comprise
two standard instruments, a seismometer/accelerometer and a pressure sensor, it will
be important to conduct studies to test and evaluate new sensor technologies. Most
importantly, any new technologies need to be fully developed and demonstrated before
they can be deployed in large numbers on a large seafloor instrument network. For
example, distributed acoustic sensing is a relatively new technique that utilizes Rayleigh
scattering in a fiber optic cable to measure the linear strain associated with seismic waves
with very high spatial resolution along the length of the cable. This technique should
be tested on the seafloor using one of the existing cabled observatories or with a cable
of opportunity. Six-component seismometers that measure both linear and rotational
accelerations (e.g., Nigbor, 1994) may hold promise for measuring unambiguous seafloor
displacements necessary for modeling tsunamis, but the performance of these instruments
needs to be assessed on the seafloor and on laboratory shake tables.
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To the extent that the warning system can support enhanced geodetic observations, it may
be important to test new approaches to measure strain including self-calibrating pressure
and tilt sensors (Sasagawa and Zumberge, 2013; Wilcock et al., 2018), fiber optic strain
meters (Zumberge et al., 2018), and quantum gravimeters (Freier et al., 2016). Although the
time requirements for EEW will likely require instruments that are cabled to shore, TEW
could rely on autonomous sea-surface platforms that communicate with the seafloor either
acoustically or via electromechanical cables, and then communicate with shore either via
satellite or radio. If such systems are envisioned, it will be essential to test the performance
of this communication pathway in the harsh winter environment of the Northeast Pacific
Ocean.
There is ongoing international scientific interest in Scientific Monitoring and Reliable
Telecommunications (SMART) cable systems, which take advantage of transoceanic
telecommunications cables by incorporating a basic package of environmental sensors
into the optical fiber repeaters. The conceptual designs demonstrating technical
feasibility have been completed by a Joint Task Force established in 2012 by the
International Telecommunications Union, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, and
the World Meteorological Organization, but no SMART cables have been installed in the
ocean. If a similar approach were adopted for Cascadia, it would require some development
work but could lead to a highly reliable system that could be buried to avoid conflicts with
commercial fishing.

Funding
As for most projects, funding will be the most challenging aspect and can be divided into
the funding necessary for preparatory work and the funding necessary to design, install,
and then operate the offshore infrastructure.

Project Planning
Stakeholder Engagement and Public Outreach. A kickoff workshop for stakeholders
could be run inexpensively and funded from a variety of sources. However, because a
successful workshop is likely to lead to a lot of ideas and action items that would keep a
project office busy, funding would ideally be in place for the project office at the time of or
soon after the workshop. Funds from a philanthropic organization could provide one route
to fund a workshop and form the office. An alternative but likely slower one, would be to
hold a workshop and then approach the federal and state agencies responsible for disaster
warnings and response. In the long term, the project office should seek support from
multiple sources (potentially both public and private) with core operational funds ideally
embedded in efforts at academic institutions, and state and federal agencies that prepare
for disasters.
Characterizing the Subduction Zone Offshore. There are extensive ongoing offshore
studies of the Cascadia subduction zone supported by NSF and the USGS. These efforts
may be expanded further as the planning for the NSF SZ4D (McGuire et al., 2017) and
USGS Initiative for Advanced Subduction Zone Science (Gomberg et al., 2017) lead to new
opportunities. It will be important to collaborate with these new programs. However,
without additional funding, it is unlikely that all the required observational studies will
come to fruition. The current USGS effort led by the Coastal and Marine Geology Program
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does not have monitoring objectives, while NSF experiments are driven by the need to test
scientific hypotheses and not the desire for comprehensive monitoring. Without additional
funds, it is unlikely that geodetic observations will be obtained at the optimal density to
support the design of an offshore monitoring system. Similarly, there is no clear source of
funding for ocean bottom seismometer experiments that seek to build upon the Cascadia
initiative by monitoring offshore seismicity for longer durations or with denser networks.
New funding may also be needed to support mapping efforts to obtain complete coverage
of potential cable routes and instrument sites.
Utilizing the Ocean Observatories Initiative Cabled Array. The OOI-CA can advance
monitoring science, provide testbeds for new instrumentation and observational platforms,
and support prototype warning systems. Its sister observatory, the ONC NEPTUNE cabled
observatory, is being incorporated into the Canadian systems for EEW and tsunami
detection and modeling. As of 2019, the Cabled Array includes four primary nodes on
the subduction zone, one at the slope base, two at depths of 1900 m and 600 m on the
continental slope, and one at 150 m on the shelf as well as medium power junction
boxes on Hydrate Ridge and at 80 m depth on the shelf. However, at present only the
primary node at slope base and the medium power nodes on Hydrate Ridge support
seafloor instrumentation.
Funds should be obtained for the medium powered instrument boxes at the three
primary nodes on the central Oregon slope and shelf, and for the installation of seafloor
instrumentation including seismometers, strong motion sensors, and pressure gauges.
This instrumentation can address scientific questions related to understanding the high
levels of seismicity off central Oregon, whether the subduction zone is only partially locked
off central Oregon, and whether slip is accommodated by steady creep or slow slip events.
The nodes would provide a test bed for new geodetic instruments, new technologies such
as distributed acoustic sensing (DAS), and prototype cable systems into which seismic and
pressure sensors are incorporated in-line with the cable. The expanded infrastructure
could also enable a prototype demonstration warning system that can be used to test data
delivery and analysis, and build awareness in coastal communities.
Modeling Studies. Funding will be required for modeling studies to optimize the
distribution of instruments for earthquake and tsunami early warning and understand
how pressure records in the source zone can be analyzed to isolate the effects of seafloor
acceleration, acoustic reverberations, and static pressure changes. Funds for such studies
could come from NSF, the USGS, NOAA, and philanthropic organizations.
Risk Communication and Education. The success and effectiveness of any early warning
system will ultimately be measured by the outcomes (actions that reduce injuries, damage,
and deaths). The effectiveness of any system will be hampered if the public and other end

The timetable for installation will depend
on funding. With sustained funding, the full
system could be completed in one decade.
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users are not fully educated on how best to respond to an early warning. It is important to
understand how users are likely to assess and respond to imminent risks. Additional social
science and preparedness research is needed to more fully explore how early warnings will
be used, the best communication pathways, how best to educate the public in advance, and
what messaging should be included in any early warning (i.e., Lindell and Prater, 2010).

Installation Timeline
There are two strategies for installing an offshore instrument network for early warning.
An incremental approach requires less funding to initiate an operational warning system
by focusing on a portion or portions of the coast where populations are most at risk. With
this approach, lessons can be learned from early installations as the system is expanded
to the full subduction zone, and the successful installation and operation of the early
phases can be used to justify expanding the system. A one-step approach will optimize
early warning for the full subduction zone from the onset, requires only one “heavy lift” to
secure installation funds, and may achieve economies of scale that lower the total cost of a
complete system. It may well be that detailed planning efforts will show that one approach is
more optimal. For example, the engineers may recommend a phased approach to minimize
the risk of implementing a new technology or the cost–benefit analysis may indicate that
early warning infrastructure is particularly beneficial in a more limited region. Alternatively,
the modeling studies may determine that adequate early warning requires complete
coverage of the subduction zone.

Offshore monitoring can contribute substantially
to the timeliness, reliability, and accuracy of
earthquake and tsunami early warnings and has
the potential to save many lives.
The decision between an incremental or one-step approach is likely to be driven by
political considerations and the availability of funding. Planning needs to consider
both options and recognize that the prospects for and path to funding is likely to be
influenced in unpredictable ways by current events, including a destructive earthquake.
Both strategies have been adopted for existing seafloor instrument networks. The ONC
NEPTUNE cabled observatory and the OOI-CA followed a one-step approach although
the latter was designed after the former was installed. In contrast, the DONET system
illustrates an incremental approach, where JAMSTEC has expanded offshore coverage and
instrumentation over time, allowing for updated designs and new observing technologies to
be incorporated.
The timetable for installation will depend on funding. With sustained funding, the full
system could be completed in one decade.
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Summary
This report considers the value and feasibility of an offshore network of geophysical
instrumentation extending along the length of the Cascadia subduction zone that would
be designed to improve earthquake and tsunami early warning. The Cascadia subduction
zone is a significant earthquake hazard with a history of destructive offshore megathrust
earthquakes comparable to those recently experienced by Japan, Chile, and Sumatra. Such
an earthquake will lead to several minutes of strong shaking that will extend inshore to
the large population centers of the Pacific Northwest, and will be followed by a destructive
tsunami that will reach the outer coast within ~15 minutes and inland waters within hours.
Offshore monitoring can contribute substantially to the timeliness, reliability, and accuracy
of earthquake and tsunami early warnings and has the potential to save many lives and
improve the resilience of coastal communities if implemented as part of a comprehensive
strategy to prepare for the next great earthquake.
Along the coast, the tsunami will kill the most people but earthquake early warning is
important because it will help ensure that a well-trained population avoids injuries and
entrapment that would prevent them from escaping the tsunami. While not the primary
motivation, the sustained monitoring required for early warning will contribute substantially
to scientific studies that will improve our understanding of the subduction zone hazard and
investigate precursory signals that might be predictive of megathrust earthquakes.
The basic seafloor instrument system for early warning is a network of seismic and pressure
sensors spaced approximately 50 km apart. The small latency required for EEW is most
simply satisfied by a cabled system that could incorporate sensors hardwired in line with
the telecommunications cable or connected through junction boxes and extension cables.
Hybrid designs are also possible. A hardwired system is simpler, cheaper, and, if well
designed, more reliable than a connectorized system, but lacks the flexibility to easily repair
and upgrade instruments. For TEW, the time available to provide warnings is longer and
non-cabled systems that communicate acoustically through the ocean and then via satellite
or radio to shore are a feasible alternative. A system that combines cabled and non-cabled
components might be the best approach to ensure that the system survives to monitor the
tsunami after an earthquake.
An offshore early warning system that extends along the entire U.S. West Coast will cost
several hundred million dollars and a variety of preparatory studies will be required to
optimize the design. Extensive modeling with simulated earthquakes and tsunamis will help
determine the maximum spacing and optimal positions to meet early warning objectives.
A comprehensive effort to obtain observational data along the entire subduction zone to
complement ongoing hypothesis driven scientific studies would help inform the design of a
full-scale offshore monitoring system. Further investigation is required to understand how
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seafloor pressure observations in the earthquake source region can be supplemented by
advanced processing or additional observations to measure the formation of the tsunami
wave at the sea surface. There are several emerging technologies, including distributed
acoustic sensing (seismic array observations with an optical fiber), improved methods of
seafloor geodesy, and advances in autonomous vehicles and wireless data and power
transfer that need to be evaluated for their potential contributions to a system. The existing
Ocean Observatories Initiative and Ocean Networks Canada scientific cabled observatories
off central Oregon and Vancouver Island should be used to test sensors, evaluate
technology, and develop and test prototype early warning systems.
Many stakeholders must be engaged to build a coalition of academia, government, and
the private sector to promote the value of early warning and raise funds. It is particularly
important to develop a system that is responsive to the needs of the coastal communities
that face the greatest hazard and that is coordinated with federal agencies responsible for
warning and disaster response. A kickoff workshop would provide a mechanism to initiate
the next phase and a rigorous cost–benefit analysis could help rally public support for the
system. A project office with strong leadership can maintain continuity, grow consensus,
engage society, and oversee fundraising.

It is particularly important to develop a system
that is responsive to the needs of the coastal
communities that face the greatest hazard.

If a Cascadia magnitude 9 megathrust earthquake occurred today, the resulting tsunami
would kill thousands, and some coastal communities would likely never recover. While there
is a tendency to assume a fatalistic attitude to such events and disregard the threat, the
reality is that the impact on communities and the loss of life could be substantially reduced
by a rational approach to invest in preparedness. An offshore early warning system is a
necessary part of this investment and it is important to develop and execute a plan to
implement it.
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Appendix A

Glossary of Terms
Abyssal Plain

Fault

The smooth, flat ocean bottom that begins seaward of the
continental slope base.

A geological break in rock where earthquakes occur.
Fiber optic cable

Accretionary prism
The geologic structure that forms at a subduction zone
where an oceanic tectonic plate slides below a continental
tectonic plate. Accretionary prisms are mostly composed
of sediments scrapped off of the oceanic plate, as well as
terrigenous sediment eroded off the continental plate.
Bandwidth
The range of frequencies used to make a digital
transmission. Higher bandwidth implies higher rates of
data transfer.

Long strands of glass or transparent plastic capable of
transmitting a communication signal over long distances
using a pulsating light source.
Geodetic
Pertaining to geodesy, a discipline focused on the
curvature, shape, and dimensions of the earth, as well as
changes due to physical movements (i.e., earthquakes).
Inundation

Continental slope

The spreading of water over dry land, particularly when
the flooding is permanent, such as when the land drops
below sea level.

The steepened slope between the continental shelf and
the deep ocean basin.

Latency

Continental shelf

The time delay for a signal to be transmitted from a
sensor to a central receiving location.

An undersea platform on the margin of a continent.
Liquefaction
Dark fiber
An unused optical fiber, available for use in fiber optic
communication.

A loss of strength in soil due to extreme shaking, typically
occurring when the soil is fully or partially saturated with
water.

Earthquake

Megathrust

A movement in the earth’s crust where two faces of rock
slide past each other, resulting in violent shaking.

The primary fault interface in a subduction zone where
large earthquakes occur.

Epicenter

Neotectonics

The starting location of an earthquake, projected to the
earth’s surface.

Pertaining to active movements of the earth’s crust that
have occurred in the recent past (within several million
years ago).
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Resilience

Tsunami earthquake

The ability to quickly adapt to or recover from a disaster.

An earthquake that produces a larger tsunami than might
be expected for the size of the earthquake. It is thought
that this type of earthquake slips more slowly than a
typical earthquake, resulting in diminished shaking.

Strong ground motion
The extreme shaking that occurs near the source of an
earthquake.
Subduction zone
A boundary between two geological plates where one
plate descends below the other.

Wet-mate connector
A receptacle that allows for two wires to be connected or
disconnected underwater.

Tectonics
The study of the structure, properties, evolution, and
movement of the earth’s crust.
Turbidity current
A volume of water containing suspended sediment that
moves downslope off the continental slope.
Turbidite
The geological deposit of sediment resulting from a
turbidity current.
Trench
A linear depression on the seafloor that marks the
boundary of two geological plates at a subduction zone.
Tsunami
A series of waves resulting from the instantaneous
uplifting or dropping of the ocean surface. Tsunamis can
be caused by earthquakes, landslides, and undersea
volcanic eruptions.
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Appendix B
Acronyms
AUV

NSF

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle

National Science Foundation

DART

NOAA

Deep Ocean Assessment and Reporting of
Tsunamis

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
OBS

DAS

Ocean Bottom Seismometer

Distributed Acoustic Sensing
OOI
DONET

Ocean Observatories Initiative

Dense Oceanfloor Network System for Earthquakes and
Tsunamis

OOI–CA
Ocean Observatories Initiative–Cabled Array

EEW
Earthquake Early Warning

ONC
Ocean Networks Canada

FEMA
Federal Emergency Management Agency

RF
Radio Frequency

GNSS
Global Navigation Satellite System

ROV
Remotely Operated Vehicle

GPS
Global Positioning System

S-Net

HF

Seafloor Observation Network for Earthquakes and
Tsunamis

High Frequency
TEW
JAMSTEC

Tsunami Early Warning

Japan Agency for Marine–Earth Science and Technology
USGS
United States Geological Survey
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Appendix C
Resources
ShakeAlert
www.shakealert.org
Project Safe Haven
www.facebook.com/ProjectSafeHaven/
Paroscientific Series 800 Submersible Depth Sensor
Data Sheet
paroscientific.com/paf/D50_Series_8000.pdf
Deep Ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsumanis
(DART)
www.ndbc.noaa.gov/dart/dart.shtml
NOAA Integrated Ocean Observing System
ioos.noaa.gov/project/hf-radar/
DONET
www.jamstec.go.jp/donet/e/
S-Net
www.ctbto.org/fileadmin/user_upload/SnT2015/SnT2015_
Posters/T3.1-P30.pdf
OOI-CA
oceanobservatories.org/array/cabled-array/
Ocean Networks Canada NEPTUNE
www.oceannetworks.ca/observatories/pacific
Scientific Monitoring and Reliable Telecommunications
(SMART) Cable Systems
www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/climatechange/task-force-sc/Pages/
default.aspx
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